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THE ROCKET GOES TO
THE MOON
DAP holds historic dialogue with
Kelantan PAS-led gqvernment
Following the barraee of
accusations that non-MusUms are bein& opp~
and persecuted by the PASled Kelantan government
with the connivance of the
DAP, ALIRAN MONTHLY, in exclusive interviews
with LIM KIT SIANG, the
Secretary General of the
DAP and NIK ABDUL
AZIZ NIK MAT, the
Menteri Besar of Kelantan,
presents their rebuttals to
these accusations.
heir idealogies could not have
been more different. The DAP
advocates a secular,
Malaysian Malaysia. PAS wishes to
establish an 'Islamic state' where
Islam will have a great influence on
politics and everyday life. Together
these two parties collected 25% of the
votes ca<>t at the last general election.
Thus, when leaders from these
two parties agreed just to meet and
discuss various issues, it represented a historic breakthrough in
opposition politics in this country
that must have sent shivers down
the spine of the Barisan coalition.
Says DAP secretary- general Lim
Kit Siang of the meeting, "It was
positive. We had a good exchange
of views and some frank discussions. It was a good opening ... a
beginning".

T

Kelantan•• women att111d a forum on Politica 1nd Unity: P• h• downplayed
the 'Islamic State' leeue.

Ostensibly, the main purpose of
the meeting was for the DAP to
clarify with Kelantan state leaders
the allegations made by the MCA
and Gcrakan about the infringement of non-Muslim rights. But
many political analysts also believe
the meeting was also held to explore the possibility of the DAP and
PAS working more closely in election campaigns. Pragmatic PAS
leaders recognize that the party will
never be able to come to power at
the federal level without considerable non-Muslim support - in the
last general election PAS polled
just 7% of the totaJ votes cast
The main stumbling block
towards closer tics with other opposition parties is PAS' often-
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declared aspiration of establishing
an 'Islamic state'. But of late PAS
has downplayed - some speculate
even abandoned- this goal. Perhaps
it realizes that even the mere mention of an 'Islamic state' is enough
to put off many non-Muslims. (It is
not difficult to see why. Western
news agencies, have in the main
always portrayed 'Islamic states' in
bad light largely due to a fear of
Islam or just plain
prejudice.)
Instead, PAS seems to be settling
for an 'Islam as a wa¥ of life' or
'addccn' approach, which would
make it a lot more acceptable to
component parties of the Gagasan
Rakyat. Perhaps this is one area that
DAP leaders would like to focus in
greater depth. PAS, on the other

that incompatible? The DAP and
PAS could well be pleasantly
surprised to find out at the end of
the day that the·similar noble values
they share far outnumber their
ideological differences.
We carry below an exclusive
interview with Mr. Lim Kit Siang
Aliran Monthly:
What prompted you to have this
meeting between the DAP and the
Kelantan state government?

Chin... vendor at a rr-h market in Kota Bahru: Kit Siang seeks the truth
regarding infringement of non-Muslim righta in Kelantan.

hand should ask itself what it hopes
to achieve if it does succeed in establishing its cherished ideal of an
'Islamic state'.
Is Islam, which emphasizes
noble spiritual values like justice,
accountability, and integrity among
God's people in theconductoftheir
daily activities, really incompatible
with the DAP's fight against corruption, injustice and the abuse of
power? But the dispute over the
Islamic state issue remains a thorny
problem which will not go away
easily. "The DAP would support
any measure that would promote
universal values," said Lim. "We
have always opposed the cstablishment of an Islamic state and we
remain opposed to the establishment of such a state."
DAP and PAS leaders would do
well not to get trapped in a battle
over semantics - over what is or
isn't an 'Islamic state'. Even IsIamie scholars ponder laboriously
over the defmition of such a state,
and indeed its desirability in
modem times. What is important is
that regular dialogue sessions
should be conducted during which

each party could examine what it
would set out to achieve if it were
to be swept to power- would it seek
peace and unity; would it promote
belief in God or Allah whilst at the
same time stressing religious
tolerance; would it insist on
equality, integrity, democratic and
individual
liberties, poverty
eradication, environmental protection and public accountability;
would it respect the rights of
minority ethnic communities?
If bo!}l parties can agree on certain common goals like these,
therein lies the basis for closer ties
in the future. If these attributes are
also the hallmark of an 'Islamic
state' as understood by PAS, as
they must surely be, well and good.
Does it really matter whether we
label such a state an Islamic state or
not?
Perhaps all this might sound a
little too simplistic- there are many
differences in approach and idealogy which have not yet been reconcited - but it would do no harm to
ponder over this: are the ultimnte
objectives of a democracy and a
progressive
'Islamic state' all
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Lim Kit Siang:
Over the last few months, we
have seen a concerted campaign by
the MCA and Gerakan alleging that
the ethnic Chinese in Kelantan are
being oppressed and persecuted.
The DAP was held responsible for
this state of affairs. In November
1990, the Kelantan government announced the introduction of several
new laws relating to Islam. When
the DAP expressed concern, Kelantan Deputy Mentri Besar Ustaz
Halim suggested that the DAP
should go to Kelantan to see for
itself what was happening there instead of just relying on media
reports. So, we took him up on this
and decided to conduct a fact-finding mission especially to look into
the 62 instances where Islamic
measures had allegedly infringed
on the rights of non-Muslims.
AM:
What was the feedback which
you received from the non-Muslims in Kelantan?

LKS:
From our ceramahs, dialogues
and meetings we gathered that there
were three main areas of concern
among the ethnic Chinese. One, the
issue over the cessation of business
during Friday pmyers. Two, there
was concern that there would be a
total ban on the sale and public consumption of liquor from July.
Three, businessmen were concerned that their sign-boards which

Um Kit Siang:

"... if an opinion poll
were to be conducted
among Chinese
Malaysians living
outside Kelantan,
eight or nine out of
every ten would say
that the Chinese in
Kelantan were
oppressed ...
if the same question
were posed to ethnic
Chinese living in
Kelantan, eight or nine
out of every ten would
say that there was no
oppression."
contained Chinese characters
would have to be replaced by those
in the Jawi script
If these allegations were true,
they would represent a clear infringement of the rights of non-Muslim as well as signifying other
infringements to come. Some of
these concerns had been clarified,
others partially clarified. But the

inge on their rights. although none
problem we found wac; that there
of the eight MCNGerakan allegawere too many people making
statements and announcements. · tions arc true.
But we also found no specific inWe told Nik Aziz that PAS
stance of a direct infringement of
leaders could not disclaim
non-Muslim rights.
responsibility for this state of affairs because .they had issued many
AM:
statements on various Islamic
So what actually transpired in
measures in the past which were
the meeting between the DAP
reported in the local media. Very
delegation and Kelantan state
often, when they made subsequent
statements later to clarify that the
leaders?
measure concerned would only afLKS:
fect Muslims, such statement'>
We had a two and a quarter hour
could not undo the harm already
meeting with Kelantan state leaders
done because they received little
who included the Mentri Besar, his
attention.
two deputies and several state cxco
We al'io highlighted the conme111bers. We said that ifan opinion
cern expressed by the ethnic
poll were to be conducted among
Chinese that Islamization would inChinese Malaysians living outside
fringe on their rights as non-Muslims. We received assurance that
Kelantan, eight or nine out of every
ten would say that the Chinese in
there would be no cessation of businesses during Friday prayers. There
Kelantan were oppressed. The
would not be a total ban on the
MCA and Geralcan campaign of
lies about the oppression and perpublic sale and consumption of liqsecution of the Chinese in Kelantan
uor. As for the use of Jawi, this
by the PAS-led Kelantan State
would only be encouraged; there
would be no compulsion.
Government had been so effective
that the Chinese outside Kelantan
We also suggested the setting
up of a consultative council for
believed for instance:
non-Muslim affairs. Any State or
(I) The Chinese in Kelantan
local government measures which
cannot eat or sell pork;
might affect the rights of non-Mus(2) They cannot drink beer
lims should be referred to this counpublicly;
(3) They cannot buy or sell liqcil for study and recommendation.
At present, there exists a committee
uor;
(4) They cannot go to unisex
for non-Muslim affairs chaired by a
state exco member but we found
saloons;
this to be ineffective. We also
(5) They must stop business
proposed a mechanism to address
during Muslim prayers;
complaints relating to the infringe(6) Chinese women must cover
ment of non-Muslim rights so that
their heads and wear Islamic attire;
these could be redressed. Besides
(7) Chinese women cannot
this, we suggested an increase in
work night shift; or
non-Muslim representation in the
(8)
Chinese
business
Kota Baru district council where
signboards must be taken down and
there is only one non-Muslim in the
replaced with Jawi characters.
24-member council.
On the other hand, if the same
question was posed to ethnic
AM:
Chinese living in Kelantan, eight or
.... and the Islamic state issue?
nine out of every ten would say that
PAS has always seen that as its
there was no oppression. However,
ultimate objective while the DAP
they would express grave concern,
deep apprehension and fear that Ishas always opposed any attempts to
establish such a state.....
lamization would eventually infrAliron Monthly 1992:12 (2) Page 4

,.We are pr~d
to wOlf( with any

NIK AZIZ: MCA
CREATING
PROBLEMS IN
KELANTAN

J'Qrfy - In areas of
eommon concem
like fighting
corruption,
promoting justice

,..

Qnd UAifY.....

-

LKS:
We have always opposed the
establishment of an Islamic State
and we remain opposed to the establishment of such a state. We feel
that it is incompatible with our
secular society and unsuitable in
meeting the aspirations of our
multi-religious society.

AM:
On the whole, how would you
describe the outcome of this meeting?
LKS:
It was positive. We had a good
exchange of views and some frank
discussions.

AM:
So how far arc you prepared to
go down this road of dialogue and
cooperation? Do you envisage, for
instance. electoral cooperation?
LKS:
This was solely a meeting between the DAP and the Kelantan
state government to inquire into alleged infringements of non- Muslim rights. The DAP would support
any measure that would promote
universal values. We are prepared
to work with any party - and this
includes Barisan Nasional component parties- in areas of common
concern like fighting corruption,
promoting justice and unity, and
worldng to improve the socioeconomic lot of the people.
It was a good opening .... a
beginning.(.

Exclusive interview with
Kelantan Menteri Besar
Aliran Monthly:
Last week, we spoke to Lim Kit
Siang about his recent trip to Kelantan. We gathered that the trip had
something to do with the problems
faced by non-Muslims in that state.
What was the purpose of your
recent discussions with the DAP in
Kota Baru?

Nile Abdul Aziz Nile Mat:
irstly, the problem here has
nothing to do with the nonMuslims. The real problem
comes from the MCA. A small segment of the MCA leadership is creating these problems by alleging that
non-Muslim rights have been infringed, that they are being oppressed.
At ftrst, I myself couldn't understand
who could possibly have any reruon
to complain that ethnic Chinese a'ld
non-Muslim rights had been infringed. But fmally, we realized that
this wasn't a problem foced by the
ethnic Chinese; it was a problem
created by the MCA - although I
don't think it is so widespread that all
MCA members are involved; it ~just
a certain group within the MCA
which is looking out for its own selfinterest
Perhaps, the DAP wanted to
find out the real situation. If it was
true that the ethnic Chinese in
Kelantan were being oppressed,
perhaps the DAP mighrhave felt it
also had a responsibility in solving
the problems faced by them. Per-

F
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haps, as a result of this, the DAP
decided to go to Kota Baru. Before
they met me, they went to survey
the situation in several towns Macang, Kota Baru right up to Gua
Musang - and they said there was
no problem at all. What more can I
say?
I'm grateful for these efforts to
assess the real situation and I thank
Allah S W T because all these accusations levelled at us, alhamdulilah, they were resolved not
through our own ingenuity but
through the efforts of non-Muslims.
AM:
So, in your opinion, there are no
problems facing the non- Muslim
community in Kelantan?
NAANM:
Indeed, I do not see any
problems facing the non-Muslims.
Except. where people are so used to
being involved in the gambling
business or other businesses which
violate our basic humanity.... when
we put these problems in order a
little, they feel a little awkward. It's
just like the karnpung folk who are
so used to defecating in the undergrowth.... when the government
provides them with proper
lavatories, they find it .somewhat
difficult ... that's all. Another analogy .... it's like the kampung folk
who are so used to walking barefooted, when we request them to

wear slippers or shoes, they fmd it
very cumbersome.

AM:
But from our conversation with
Lim Kit Siang, he mentioned that,
from the discussions he had with
the non-Muslim community in
those towns you mentioned, there
were three problem areas they were
faced with or whkh they were a
little fearful about. One of these
was the issue over the operation of
businesses during Friday prayers....
whether they would be required to
cease business activities during that
time...
NAANM:
In Kelantan, Friday has been a
public holiday since time immemorial. Therefore, it could be
that the MCA has created this problem ....bimbang-bimbang,
takuttakut, bimbang takut-takut ke/uar
peraturan menyekatkan(creating
worry and anxiety everywhere
about restrictive regulations). Until
today, there has been no such
regulation. Non-Muslims have to
understand that this is the day
when we have our Friday prayers.
In order for these Friday prayers to
take place, there must be not less
than 40 people present. In Kota
Barn which has tens of thousands of
people, this problem of having less
than 40 does not arise.

AM:
Forty? What is this about?
NAANM:
40 people .... for Friday prayers.
There must be not less than 40
people. If there are less than 40
people present at a single prayer
session, the Friday prayers cannot
take place. In big towns, especially
like Kota Barn, there are not just 40
people....but 4,000 people present
so the question of restricting (business activity) does not arise at all.
The question of
restrictions on
Friday does not arise at all. On other
days like Saturdays and Sundays

when we have our one o'clock
prayers, there is no need for all the
people to be present together at the
same time. They can come at one,
half past one or even two; it is not
necessary for shops to close.
So if the MCA had not raised
these accusations, there would have
been no problem whatsoever. It is
the MCA that is creating all these
problems.... non-existent things.

AM:
But you say that on Friday all
shops are obliged to close.....
NAANM:
No. Never.. .full-stop... never.
The Friday problem arises because
it is a holiday....a public holiday.
Perhaps labour laws require... pcrhaps....because labour laws require
one day orr every week.... that
maybe. But as far as we are concerned, this thing about closing on
Friday doesn't arise.

AM: So, it is not necessary to
close on Fri...
NAANM:
... No. not required...

AM:
...even
prayers? ......

during

Friday

"'AANM:
yes, even during Friday
prayers.
We only request that the
employees, if the employees in
those shops and factories are Muslim ...give them the opportunity to
go for Friday prayers. That's what
we ask. So, we ask the towkays who
are non-Muslim, if they have Muslim employees, give them the opportunity to go for Friday prayers.
That's all.... but the MCA wants to
create problems.

AM:
That's certainly fair.
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NAANM:
Certainly.

AM:
The second problem which Mr
Lim said the ethnic Chinese were
worried about was the question of a
ban on the sale and
consumption of liquor. It was said that there
might be a ban from July. Is this
true?
NAANM:

It was on that day itself that I
found out about this... on the day of
our
discussions
with
the
DAP...only then did I learn about
this talc that there would be a ban
from July. How can it be that I, as
the head of government, found out
only then... that the MCA had been
creating problems.
I wish to state, as I stated that
day: non-Muslims are allowed to
drink alcohol. If anyone wants to
get drunk, that's his business.
Under Islam. non-Muslims areallowed to drink alcohol. It doesn't
matter if it's January, it doesn't
matter if it's July; they can drink. If
they are allowed to drink, it follows
that they can also buy. How can
they drink if they cannot buy?
We have no right to restrict
something which Islam allows.
That's why, for us, the sale of alcohol in Kelantan, the sale of
pork ....doesn't matter; go ahead,
sell. All we ask is that the shopowner, if he wants to sell alcohol,
please he careful to see that the
Malays do not drink alcohol, that's
all. The Malays if they want to
drink tea. ..can; if they want to drink
coffee...can; if they want to drink
alcohol...cannot. Hence, we ask
shop-owners: please have separate
areas to prevent Muslims from
being tempted, to avoid the accidental handling of glasses by
Muslims and so on. There must be
control over this.
It's like this. If we drive a car
along the road, the RTD and traffic
regulations require us to drive on
the left, others on the right. It

Nik Aziz in pensive mood:

"The real problem comes
from the MCA..."

docsn 't mean that they
wish to restrict the
rights of road-users. It
is to ensure order. As
road-users, we can't
say that the RTD is
lying: how I drive my
car is my own business.. whether I drive
on the left or right;...
cannot. This is a matter
of control which must
be observed. So, we
have to drive on the
left; we cannot park
here; we cannot make
a U-turn there...these
are rules made by the
RTD to ensure public
safety.
Similarly, in the .
case of alcohol consumption, it is haram
for Muslims. So, we
have to exercise a little
care. We have to wear
safety helmets, don 't
we? We can't say this

A Chinese family enjoys a meal along a five-foot way :

"...we ask shop-owners: please have separate
areas to prevent Muslims from being
tempted, to avoid the accidental handling of
glasses by Muslims and so on. There must be
control over this."
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is my head, if I want to break it, it
is my business. There must be some
regulations.
AM:
The third area which the ethnic
Chinese are said to be worried
about concerns their business
signboards. At present, they contain Chinese characters .... it is said
that they might have to convert
them to Jawi lettering sometime in
the future. Is this true?
NAANM:
We ask... we give....we encourage... we wish to encourage it
for new signboards. Existing
signboards, never mind. But for
new signboards, we encoumge the
inclusion of Jawi, that's all. There
are no laws for this. How can there
be? Only the federal government
can make such laws.
AM:
So, can the Chinese language
still be used?
NAANM:
Yes, yes. Islam does not
obstruct the culture of any ethnic
group. If the ethnic Chinese want to
speak in Chinese, if the ethnic Indians want to speak in Indian, if the
ethnic Malays want to speak in
Malay, Islam doesn't forbid. Islam
doesn't say, "Hey, Malays, all of
you speak in Ambic." No. So, if the
ethnic Malays cannot be forced to
speak in Ambic, then the ethnic
Chinese cannot be forced to speak
in Ma1ay....because the Chinese
language and the Malay language
are of no use when it comes to God.
What is important is takwa (to lead
a pious life) and to be good before
Allah.
If you wish to speak in Chinese,
if you wish to wear a cheong-sam,
if you wish to wear a saree, if you
wish to wear a kimono; all this is
allowed in Islam because Islam is a
universal religion. 0

AM:

of the

AZIZ

Will there be any follow-up meetings with the

DAP?
NAANM:

Until today, there are no problems which necessitate the holding of another meeting. Perhaps, in the
future, if the MCA creates trouble, we 'U meet again.
AM:

ON COOPERATION
WITH THE DAP
AM:

Coming back to your recent meeting with the
DAP in Kelantan, were the discussions merely at the
level ofdiscussing problems or do you intend to have
closer cooperation between the two parties in future?

Do you anticipate any cooperation with the DAP
in election campaigns?
NAANM:

I do not see.... I do not see..... Cooperation
amongst the opposition; it is good, I think. They are
in the opposition, we are in the opposition ... so this
is a point we have in common. More than that, I
cannot....
AM:
You don't see anything el~ in common other

NAANM:

No, it wasn't raised at all ....

than being oppostion parties?
NAANM:

"... all the
accusations
made by the
MCAare
fitnah... So far,
the MCA has not
responded."

None at all. If we wish to hold discussions, we
can talk about them accepting Islam. Accepting
Islam means not opposing it. If they wish to accept
Islam, better sl.iU. But at least, don 'I oppose iL.. that

will be sufficient. Perhaps we can have discussions
on this problem.... other than that I don't see any
further need.

ON THE PERGAU DAM
AM:

AM:

Can we tum to the Pergau dam ....

It wasn't raised at all?
NAANM:

NAANM:

They came to Kelantan solely to calm the ethnic
Chinese community. Apparently, I didn ' trealize this
.... but as far I know they came here to resolve the
problems raised by the MCA. Now that the DAP has
met us and has concluded that all the accusations
made by the MCA arefitnah (slander), the Kelantan
MCA is extremely silent They aren't saying anything, This shows that what the MCA has raised is
just merefitnah. So far, the MCA has not responded.
This shows that all that the DAP says is true.

The chairman of this matter is my own Deputy.
As this matter is still under negotiation, I don't think
I should make any statements.
AM:

Was there any agreement before this with ....
NAANM:

None. That's the problem. So, Kelantan
land..... thcre has to be some agreement with
whoever it is that is coming to do anything on
Kelantan land. It's like Tenaga Nasional, if they

"There has to be
a shift in attitude
from a hardline
stand to a
readiness to
negotiate...We
are not
enemies."

T

ON THE JERAI ELECTION
AM:

How would you rate the chances of PAS in the
forthcoming by- elections in Jerai?
NAANM:

For those in party politics, our chances are
forever bright (laughter.) If they are not bright, what
is the use of us going for campaigns or organizing
parties?

wish to stick even a pole into the ground, they have
to carry out negotiations. If the PWD wishes to use
some land to build a road, there have to be discussions first.
This is a company with capital running into billions of ringgit....it is surpnsing that there is no
agreement, no ex co approval. It docsn 't malcc sense.
AM:

So how do you see this controversy being
resolved?
NAANM:

There has to be a shift in altitude from a hardlme
stand to a readiness to negotJate..... like this morning, I received a fax saying that negotiations will be
carried out. I am very grateful to Allah for this. This
approach of having negotiations mu)t be continued.
This is the best way. If there arc any problems, we
should discuss them. The Kclantan government is a
separate unit from the federal government. We arc
not enemies. There is no need to stir up this controversy.

Calling all AM subscribers...

SNAP ELECTION IN
KELANTAN?
AM:

What is the status of those two state assemblymen who had recently won their seats in
by-elections which were subsequently declared null
and void?
NAANM:

We have appealed to the Supreme Court and
we're awaiting its decision.
AM:
Will there be a snap el«:tiun in Kelantan?
NAANM:

There is no reason to have one now.
AM:

Thank you.
NAANM:

You' rc welcome.
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Dear Reader,
Please state your reference number (circled $
shown) whenever you renew your subscription or
change your address!
Your cooperation is much appreciated as this
speeds up the renewal and locating process.
-Editor
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Mass Media

Building A Malaysian Image

Chinese Newspapers In Malaysia
80 sen. Both carry very sensational

The myraid of dailies that
make up the C hinese press
in our country has a
definite Chinese bias when
it comes to news and features says TAN CHEE
BENG in the second part of
AM's focus on the
Mala~·sian mass media.
But, he stresses that the
Chinese print media is not
necessarily raciaJ simply because they are \'emacular.
he t\\ o major Chinl!se
newspapers in Penin sular
Malaysia are Na11_wm.~
Shall_~bat) (.\'a11ycm~ Sw11g Pau l and
Xmg:l'um Rih1.11J 1S111 C he~ lH Poll).
The other Clllnese dailies are
ZJumgguo Bao (China Press), To11g
Bao {Tung Boo), Xinming Ribao
{Shin Min Dmly N(·~ s), Gtumgluw
Rtbav 'Kwong Wah Ylf Poll) and
Guongming Rtboo (Harian
CJwhayol. The bst two are regional
newspapers of nonhero Peninsular
Mallysia and are published in
Penang.
All the papers are sold at 70 sen
except Shin Min and Guanghua
which are sold at 60 sen, and
Guangming which is sold at 40 sen.
In addition. there are two tabloids,
namel) Minsheng Bao (Mun Sang
PohJ which is published on every
Tuesday and Saturday and is sold at
90 sen. and the more established
Xinshenghuo Boo (New Life Post)
wh.ich is published on every Wednesday and Saturday and is sold at

T

items.
In Sarawak and Sabah, the
larger towns have their own
Chinese newspapers. In Kuching,
there are 'lhonghua Ribao (The
Chinese Daily News) and Guoji
Shibao (International Times). In
Sibu there is Shihua Ribao (See
Hua Daily News) which is widely
circulated in Sarawak. In Kola
Kinabalu. Sabah, there arcH uaqiao
Ribao {O~erseas Chinese Daily),
Ya:hou Slrtbao (Asia Times), Shabo
Shibao (Sabah times, evening
paper). and Jinri Xin wen (Today' s
News). In Sandakan. there arc
ZiyouRtbao(Merdeka Daily News)
and Shandagen Rtbav (Sandakan
Jih Pao). In Tawau there IS Chenbaa ( Mmmng Posf).
Some
of
the
regional
newspapers arc wcll-eswhlished
with a fairly long h1stOI). The
Pcnang-based Guanghua was
founded in 1910. In Sara~ak. The
Chinese Daily News was established in 1945. while the wellknown Set Hua Datly Ne'H s was
established in 1952.
The major difference between
the
two
national
Chinese
newspapers and the 'minor' ones is
that the latter generaJJy carry more
sensational news with features
which appeal more to specific
categories of readers such as the
young people and the working
class. The regional newspapers
such as Gtumghua and Guangnung
and those in Sarawak and Sabah
also have more regional news especially those having to do with
Chinese communities.
Overall Chmese ne'" spapers
have more balanced coverage (and
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arc often more rehahlc as far as
political news is concerned) than
the English, and espcc1ally Malay.
dailies. Views of politicians from
opposition parties arc carried more
frequently than Ill the English and
Malay dailies. This includes news
which have no specific communal
significance, such as the call for
more democracy and justice generally Sin Chew and China
Press are better in this respect.
The publkat ion of forum pages
and the usc of commentary
columns facilitate the publication
of views on current affairs. especially views on politiCS. economics,
education and moral. Both
Nanya11g and Sm Che~· han• a
clmly forum pagt' and there are
conuncntary colum11s
Of the
smaller papo J, Chtna P1 ess has a
number of n:gul:\r commentary
columns. Although the pa~J~:r. hkc
otha smaller paper,. tend to carry
more interesting ne'' s for ordinary
people. it has f:urly independent
and gcncrall) goc.lJ cJ1tonals.
All Chinese nc\\ spapcrs have
fulan (suppkm~nb) which carry
works ofChineo,;c htcrature (poems,
proses. ficti ons. literary commentaries. etc.). both local and foreign.
The publicallon ofjukan has been a
tr:ldll10n of ChmC!>C newspapers.
They are imponant m the promotion and pre sen arion of local
Chinese literary writing. In addition. fukall '"htch carry serialiscd
Chinese sword-fighting stories,
romances and crime stories provide
a form of entenaining reading.
Such publication is especially imponant for the smaller papers, including all the Chmcse newspapers
m East Malays1a.

While all the Chinese papers
also carry sports news and have
entertainment pages (TV, movies,
fashions. etc.). the smaller papers
carry much more sensational entertainment news. The difference between the two major dailies and the
smaller papers is in the extent of
sensationalizing news or features.
For example, the women's section
is unportant in all Chinese dailies,
but those in the smaller papers tend
to play up the sensational aspects.
Those in Nanyang and Sin Chew
are more cducation:il. and serious
issues on women in society are
often debated. But all papers do
usc the women·s section in one way
or another to appeal to the sexual
and visual mtcrests of readers.
All these dailies and tabloids
have a page or more on turf guide
(saima or' horse race'). The smaller
papers and tabloids devote even
more pages to twf guide. This
reflects the great interest in buying
lotteries among Chinese readers.
Minsheng Bao (tabloid) even has a
page which analyses lottery numbers, and has a column which advises readers (who write in) about
what lottery numbers to buy or how
to play with a number!
A section or a page on Chinese
horoscope is also a common feature
in Chinese newspapers, especially
in the smaller papers and tabloids.
Shin Min even has a daily column
which provtdes horoscopic information for the clay,lilce what cvenL<;
can be done on the day and what
events to avoid, as well as what
time of the day ts good. or not good.
for individuals who belong to a particular horoscope.

lnJense Competition
Competition between Chinese
newspapers is keen, especially between Nanyang and Sin Chew. In
some ways. this has resulted in
some improvement in features. An
example is the use of colour
photographs for major news items.
The strategy for the major papers
has been on increasing or improv-

ing the Zengban ("additioning
papers"). For example, Sin Chew
has a "Metro" section. Another
fairly successful sectioo in Sin
Chew is "New Planning" which is
published on every Monday, Wednesday and Friday. In December
1991, the section began carrying a
series on environmental protection.
The headline for the piece on 30
December 1991 (No.8) was "Environmental Consciousness in
Malaysia Not High". This is of
course good for the promotion of
social consciousness.
Nanyang and Sin Chew have a
number of similar sections. For example, while Sin Ch~ has "Sin
Chew Business", Nanyang has its
own "Nanyang Investment".
Nanyang has a regional zengban
which carry local news for readers
of particular regions. For example,
readers in Kuala Lumpur and
Selangor get the ''Selangor and
Kuala Lumpur zengban" while
those in Kelantan and Terengganu
get the "East Coast Zengban".
Nanyang also publishes a weekly
for students called "Nanyang
Secondary School Students' Weekly". (This is distributed free as part
of the newspapers) In this respect,
Shin Min also has a section called
"Shin Min Youth" which caters
mainly for students and it is published on every Tuesday.
However competition has had
its negative aspects too. In fact the
general strategy had been to emphasize news and forums which appealed to Chinese communal
interests. Before Lhe October 1987
mass arrests of individuals and
on
newspapers.
clampdown
Chinese dailies competed in
promoting controversial issues and
even made individuals (from the
Chinese community) controversial
through the usc of headlines,
forums and letters to the press.
many of whtch contained personal.
and even ltbellous, attacks. But the
major dailies were careful not tO
print. or at least downplayed
criticisms agamst major "fighters ..
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of Chinese education (the so- called
Chinese educationists) and leading
Chinese businessmen. These individuals were and still are crucial
to Lhe newspapers' competition for
more readers. Other Chinese individuals were fair game in this
competition for more readers and
therefore more advertisements.
The competition between
Nanyang and Sin Chew was so intense that the papers even openly
carried news and comments against
one another.
Traditionally
Nanyang gets more advertisers.
That it is a paper which is known to
be also owned by UMNO has not
affected its share ofadvertisements.
In foct. Nanyang has co-operated
closely with the "Chinese
educationists" and major Chinese
firms to promote Chinese education
and activities which arc seen as
protecting or promoting Chinese
interests.

Gimmicks
Nanyang newspapers were
even sold in Chinese schools at a
discount. Sin Chew also promoted
sales through offering discount and
gifts. It also organized its own
public forum and well-known
Chinese writers from overseas were
invited. In a sense this was good for
the Chinese public. But the competition had caused much inconvenience to the ncwsvendors who,
among other things, had to send gift
items to subscribers.
Recently, their association successfully negotiated a "cease- fire"
between Lhc Chinese dailies especially between Nanyang and Sin
Chew. Among the agreements is
that no discount or gifts will be used
to promote sales. Nevertheless, Lhe
competition is bound to continue
through projecting Lhe image of
promoting Chinese language,
Chinese education. Chinese literature. Chinese arts and Chinese culture as well as Chinese interests in
general.
It is worth noting that the dailies
which are known to be UMNO-

owned counteract that negative
image through emphasizing the
promotion of Chinese culture. We
have seen that Nanyang allies with
the Chinese education movement
Shin Min advertises through
promoting Chinese cultural activities like holding Chinese calligraphy compeutions and organizing
charity shows.
Organising Chinese cultural
shows by inviting artists from Hong
Kong. and more recently. also from
China. has become a popu Jar means
of promotion among the Chinese
dailies. Beginning this year Shin
Min offers a free copy of Btriia
Harian to every subscriber of Shin
Min - this is a smart strategy as it
will undoubtedly attract students.
At the same time it advertises the
Malay daily which belongs to the
same UMNO conglomerate.

Welfare
A positive factor which deserves mention is that the Chinese
dailies actively initiate compaigns
to collect donation to help the sick
and the poor whose appeals for help
are investig:Hed and published in
these newspapers. The dailies can
form an important inter-ethnic
bridge by extending such campaigns to helping the non-Chinese
too. It will be good for inter-ethnic
friendship if they do this.
While Ntw Straits Times in its
new format carries a page on the
rich and the famous, the Chinese
papers do not do so. In fact it is the
aged. the poor and the neglected
ones that are often highlighted in
their metro sections (e.g.Sin Chew).
At least among the "Chinese-educated", the value of not glorifying
the rich is still observed. This is
despite the fact that there are many
rich Chinese businessmen. In fact
the rich are expected not to show off
and are expected to contribute
money to charity as well as communal causes.
News which concerns the
Chinese is carried by all the
Chinese dailies, includingNanyang

and Shin Min over which UMNO
(the ruling Malay party) has substantial control through its investment conglomerates. For example,
the election of the fli'St President of
the Federation of Chinese Assembly Halls in December 1991 was
reported prominently by all tJ1e
Chinese dailies on 14 December
1991. Ntws Straits Times did not
even report it, while The Star which
is linked to the MCA (Malaysian
Chinese Association) did carry a
report and subsequently, a detailed
analysis (27-12-91).

Temple DemolitiDn
More recently, the demolition
of the front wall of the oldest
Chinese temple in Johor Baru by
the authorities at around 3.00a.m.
on 29 December 1991 was reported
on the front page of Chinese dailies
on the 30 and 31 December; each
Chinese daily devoted a number of
pages to the issue. The Star merely
reported the incident which was
politically not good for the Barisan
government, while the New Straits
Times subsequently reported it
through the comments by the
Mentri Besar.
Neither Btrita
llarian nor Utusan Malaysia carried a thing on the incident on 30
December.
Because of the polarization in
news reporting in Chinese and nonChinese newspapers, the Chinese
and non-Chinese readers obtained
different perspectives on the incident. Before the 1986 general election, the then Mentri Besar of Johor
(Abdul Ajib b. Ahmad) was
reported to have promised that the
temple (including its wall) would
not be demolished and this was
widely reported in the Chinese
dailies. Since then there had apparently been a change of stand,
and the Chinese community as well
as the JB Tiong Hua Association
had been appealing to the government to keep its election promise of
not demolishing any part of the
temple.
The demolition of the wall, the
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main entrance bearing the temple's
name•, and a pavilion as well as
the cutting down of two old trees
upset the Chinese. It also had
serious repercussions for the
Chinese community. Of late the
Chinese leadership has been debating on the "dialogue" approach
with the government in contr.1st to
the more radical (confrontational)
approach.
The elccllon of Ltm Geok Chan
as the fm.t President of the Federation of Chinese Assembly Halls
was seen as a victory for
the
"dialogue" approach. The leadership of the Johor Baru Tiong Hua
Association had been adopting the
"dialogue" approach over the
temple wall tssuc. Its demolition
forced the JB Tiong Hua Association president to resign although he
has since agreed to requests to
withdraw hts re~ignation.
The temple \\ htch was built in
the later part of the nmeteenth century is not onl) historically significant to the Chmese. it is also the
symbol of the Chtncse community
tn Johor Haru. It tS a communal
temple which has the formal participation of all the five major
speech groups m the town, namely
Hok.kien. Cantonese. Tcochiu,
Hainanesc and Hakka. The sudden
demolition of the wall under the
cover of night and the enforcement
of police is seen by the Chinese as

*For tht Chineu. denwlishing
someone' s main entrance with
signboard is most insulting, nwre
so in the cast of a ttmple for the
act is seen as 1nsultmg the dtitits
too. This is~ hy the demolition
could only bt snn by the Chinese
as provocatn e and insulting, but
the authority probably did not understand the cultural/religious implications Tht ttmple committee
was also blamed by the Chinese
public for not ha\·ing taken sufficient precaution to save rhe main
entrance in the tvent of the
authority demolishing the wall.

provocative and high-handed. The
emotion was to be expected
Nevertheless, it is good that a
number of Chinese leaders called
for calm, although the DAP leaders
took the opportunity to discredit the

"dialogue approach" leaders and
called for more action. An editorial
in Sin Chew criticized the authority
but called the Chinese to be calm
and not to take action which may
lead to the situation getting out of

hand and thus harming ethnic relations.
While there was wide coverage
on the temple issue, the reports did
not incite racial sentiment, nor was
there any attempt to create the

COMMITTEE TO PROTECT JOURNALISTS
PROTESTS ON THE MALAYSIAN MOVES AGAINST THREE
POLITICAL NEWSPAPERS
tees the right "to seek. receive and impart information
and ideas through any media regardless of frontiers."
We respectfully urge yow- governemnt tO lift the restrictions on Rocket's and Harakah's publishing licenses
aild permit Mingguan WakiM to resume publishing.
Thank you for your attention. We welcome your
comments.

January8,1992

Dr. Mahathir Mohamad
Prime Minister
Minister of Home Affairs
Kuala L~ur. Malaysia

Your Excellency:
The Committee to Protect Journalists is concerned
about the Home Ministry's decision 10 change the
publishing status of two opposition party newspapers
and suspend publication of a political newsweekly.
Accoolingtoourinfonnation.Rocket.aChineseand
English- language papt"r owned by the Democratic Action Party (DAP), and Harakah, a biweekly owned by
the Parti Islam (PAS), were informed last May by the
Home Ministry that their publishing licenses had been
changed to "in house" status.An "in house" publication
can only be distributed to party members.
In letters received in October, the newspapers were
warned to comply with the new regulations or face
government action. A case faled by the DAP for pennission to circulate Rocket 10 the general public was
rejected by the High CoW1 on December 31. We have
been told that the DAP plans to appeal.
We undersland that Rock.tt has been publishing
publicly since 1966, and Harak.ah since 1987. According toR ocket's editor, the paper has a readership that far
exceeds DAP membership.
A third new~per. Min11uan Waktu, was banned in
December. According to reports, authorities objected to
the content of the five-month-old popt"r.
A3 a non-partisan organization that defends journalists worldwide. the Comminee is concerned that
these papen, once ciled as examples of press freedom
in Malaysia. have had their distribution clrtliled or
publication suspended. Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human RighiS of the United Nations guaran-

-c.c.
AmeriCM Newspaper Pubtiahert Associalion
American Sociely of Newspaper Editors
Amnesty lntwnationa
Article 18 (Uniled Kingdom
Al1icle 18 (The Netherlands)
C..:tian CamminiNI To Protlct JournaliSts
Congresaional CommiftN ID Support Wri.,. and Joumalo
FrMdom House
H~ Rights WalCh
Index on Censorship
International Associalion ot Broadcadng
lnlemldional Fedanation of Journalists
tncemational F.ederation of N.wapaper Publisher&
lnlemational Joumali~n~lnsliiU•
lnlemational PEN
lntemlllionat Press lnntan.
Nelional Assoc:iallon of Stack .JclufNiiata
Nllionll Prea Club
The Newspaper Guild
NOf1h Amllrican Nalional Bloildca..,. Asloc:ia1ion
Reportars sans Fronlirn
OversNS P18U ClJb
The So9iet1 of ProlussioMI Joumaliats
WCwid Pr851 Fnledom Commitlee
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image that Malay administrators
had oppressed the Chinese, as subsequently alleged by certain
politicians. In fact the editorials
which called for moderation must
have been made with the realization
that the issue could be racialized by
certain opposition and especially
government politicians.
The
authority was to be blamed too for
not explaining or making clear
statements on the issue. Barisan
leaders generally avoided commenting in order not to lose future
votes. Even the Johor Mentri Besar
initially refused to comment and
only defended the demolition of the
temple wall much later. But no one
came out to deny that the promise
of not demolishing the wall was
ever made - and this was the point
at issue.

uss Distortion
Overall, Chinese newspapers,
as expected, report a lot of news
which are of concern to the
Chinese.
Nevertheless the
editorials are genemlly fair and
reflect a concern for modemtion.
While there is generally less distortion of political news than the
Malay and English dailies, the
Chinese papers are as much constrained by the direct and indirect
control of the government. Views
of government leaders dominate
the pages of the major dailies, and
like the English and Malay dailies,
the Chinese dailies also fail to provide sufficient alternative views
and to play the role of creating a
more politically conscious and intellectual society.
In fact, other than government
leaders, the Chinese dailies depend
on Chinese communal leaders for
opinions and thus reinforce their
views. While Malay dailies serve
to perpetuate Malay nationalist
views, the Chinese dailies perpetuate the Chinese communal
perspective as defined by the leading proponents of Chinese education and Chinese culture. In
providing sections or pages on

"The major
Chinese dailies
are sensitive to
the need for
ethnic
harmony... ''
horoscope and horse-mcing, the
Chinese dailies (especially the
smaller ones) and tabloids also perpetuate certain fonns of superstitions and gambling.
Like Malay and English dailies,
the Chinese dailies have also not
paid sufficient attention to reporting the news of other ethnic groups
especially the minorities. Nevertheless, there is more attempt on the
part of the major Chinese dailies to
provide Malay views and feature
Malay litemture translated into
Chinese than the Malay dailies in
introducing Chinese culture. Both
Nanyang and Sin Chew have now
and then published translated
editorials from Malay dailies as
well as Malay literary works which
have been translated into Chinese.
There is, however, not much
reports on ordinary Malay masses,
such as their poverty or their aspirations.
There are even less reports on
such small minorities like the
Omng Asli in the Peninsula or the
indigenous groups in Sarawak and
Sabah. In foct, reports on the Orang
Asli tend to portray their "primitiveness". Shin Min once even carried a report on cannibalism among
the Orang Asli! (See comments in
A/iran Monthly 9(2) l989:p34).

LiJJJe East Malaysilln News
A common weakness of the
Chinese as well as the English and
Malay newspapers in Peninsular
Malaysia is the scanty covemge on
East Malaysia.
The idea of
zengban may be used to provide a
section in each daily to report local
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news on Sarawak and Sabah.
There are now many people from
East Malaysia working or studying
in the Semenanjung . Fw1hennore,
the people in the Semenanjung
should really learn more about the
people and events in Sarawak and
Sabah. Surely more news on East
Malaysia by the major dailies in the
Semcnanjung will be good for integration.
Ju
conclusion,
Chinese
newspapers have both their strong
and weak points. The control of the
government through the imposition
of annual pennits. strict laws and
other measures have caused all
newspapers to practise self-censorship and to propagate mainly
government views while still, in the
case of the vernacular press,
promoting leading communal
views. The newspapers fail to make
the public more infonned and more
educated. There is less misinformation in major Chinese dailies,
and this is due to the toleration of
the authority since few Malays read
Chinese.
For the UMNO-Ied
government, the Malay masses
must be fed with government
propaganda. not alternative thinking which may challenge the
dominance of UMNO.
In the multi-ethnic Malaysian
society, vernacular newspapers
have their roles to play. It should
not be assumed that they are rocial
simply because they are vernacular.
Our survey of the Chinese
newspapers show that while they
emphasize news which interest the
Chinese community. they do not
incite racial feeling or racial hatred
as alleged by government leaders
when they do not like the way certain issues are highlighted. The
major Chinese dailies are sensitive
to the need for ethnic hannony as
well as having their pennit renewed
every year !+
[NEXT: In the third andfinill part in
the series on the MALAYSIAN MASS
MEDIA we shall be focussing on the
T ami/ Press and the newspapers of
Sabah and Sarawak.)

"What comfiS from the fps f'98ches the ear, what comes from the hfl.wt reachfiS the heart. • ·Arab ProVfllb

Heart to Heart

''Will Missy CoiDe?''
he mid-morning SWl shines
down fiercely on the broken
pieces of zinc on the roofs of
squatter huts huddling close to the
railroad tracks. Outside the doors of
two such hovels, Rcnganathan and
his neighbour, Aminah are talking to
each other, occasionally looking
laOSS the track to the footpath which
connects the settlement with the main
road.
"Missy ta' dah dalang ," Renganathan tells Aminah. "Ya, apa
pasa/?" answers Aminah, anxiety
on every feature of her face. Renganathan has a son who needs insulin injections because he is
diabetic and Aminah has a motherin-law who is bed-ridden and who
requires medication. An odd-job
labourer, Renganathan can hardly
earn enough to feed his family let
alone take care of his diabetic son's
medical needs. Similarly, Aminah
struggles daily to cover her
family's needs from her husband's
meagre earnings as a mee- stall helper. Sometimes she has to leave her
home to go into the city to do
laundry and then, she asks
Renganathan's wife to help look in
on her mother-in-law and children
from time to time.
At last a figure in white is seen
in the distance. "Missy" is here.
Missy turns out to be an efficient,
kindly, middle-aged woman - a
qualified nurse appointed by a
voluntary organization to bring
some hope to these people. With the
ease and expenise of long experience she deftly administers the
insulin injection. She chats for a
while with Renganathan 's son. It is
clear that she has become a friend.
She then moves to Aminah's shack.
An elderly woman on a muchmended canvas bed opens her eyes

T

wearily and attempts a smile. The
patience of long years of endurance
is on her face. Missy changes the
dressing on her bed sores, gives her
the medication and again stops to
talk.

For the moment. both Renganathan and Aminah feel relief.
But what of the months and years
ahead? Sometimes when Renganathan (knowing that he is getting old and knowing too that it will
be harder to get work as a labourer),
stops to think, he is mute before his
own pain. And Aminah dreads the
day when her young children
should be going to school. Where
are the means?
One essential aspect of a caring
society is its caring for the medical
needs of the poor. At present we
have government clinics and hospitals. But how adequate are these?

The bed-ridden and the very ill cannot benefit from these facilities.
Are our government nurses servicing adequately those who need
home medical attention? Do we
have hospitals that can help give the
poor sanctuary so that death can be
met with dignity in an atmosphere
of caring? In the midst of these issues which have yet to be adequately addressed, the move to privatize
medical services is scary. Have all
the implications been carefully
studied?
Vision 2020 can only be "perfect vision" if it sees not only
sprawling industrial complexes,
towering skyscrapers and luxurious
country clubs but the suffering in
hovels and shacks where our fellow
citizens eke out a living. 0
Wong Soak Koon

ERRATA

phologra.n

• The
appearing on pages 2S and 27 as part of the
article Rlldu A,olt: Son of Btuio (AM 199/ :JJ (12)) were inap'
propriately captioned. We are carrying these photographs with lhe
appropriate captioning. We apologise to the Radu family and the
author of the article Tan Chee Beng for any embarrassmenl caused.

• We had inadvertently left out the source for lhe article New
EllTDPI EIIJbrGcblt Old Bigoll'y appearing on page 16 of AM
/992 :12 (I). This article was extracted from Tbe New Cresceat
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Development

Orang Asli And Development:

Chased Away For A Runway
he govenunent's decision to
build the second international
ailport in Selangor is causing
the Temuans in Sepang and Labu
much anxiety over their future. The
$20 billion airport will lake some
10,00) hectares, of which 360.6 hectares are gazetted Orang Asli reserves. About 800 Orang Asli from five
.kampungs are affected by this new
development
Although the infrastructural
development of these kampungs is
far behind that of the nearby
Chinese New Villages and Malay
kampungs, it is certainly much better than most other Orang Asli kampungs elsewhere. Most of the basic
amenities are available: water,
electricity, tar road, a community
hall, a primary school and proper
housing. Moreover, the government has started the Green Book
Plan for them, which is aimed at
improving their skills in plantation
agriculture, which in tum would
have improved their standard of
living. Most of the Orang Asli's
lands are planted with rubber, oil
palm and durian. As such, the
Temuans were happy and satisfied
with their present living conditions.
The development of their kampungs is improving each day and
their lives are "getting more
stable."
Talk of the new airport being
relocated within their lands (the
original site did not include their
territories) expectedly caused them
much worry. The local POASM
(the Peninsular Malaysia Orang
Asli Association) branch called for
a dialogue with the authorities. The
District Officer, the state assemblyman, JHEOA (the Depart-

T

ment of Orang Asli Affairs) and
other officials were invited to provide clarification and confirmation
on the project On the appointed
day, however, their long wait
turned out to be in vain as none of
those invited turned up.
At a follow-up meeting with the
Orang Asli senator and POASM
leaders, the people were visibly
angered at the prospect of losing
their lands. The memory of being
ignored by representatives from the
government also dominated their
remarks.
"During the war with the
Japanese, we were forced to move
from our settlement. During the war
with the communists, we were also

forced to move. And now, we are
again forced to move. Is this the war
of the government?" said a resident
ofKarnpWlg Busut. He added, "We
are not nomads. The government
keeps telling us to stay put in one
place. But now, it is the government
that is forcing us to move!"
"Sometimes we think the
government wants us to go back to
wearing the loin-cloth, not the coatand-tie," butted in another Tcmuan.
"We helped UMNO establish
itself here. When thedacing fell, we
help put it back upright," said
another resident 'The UMNO
branch asked for our help on many
occasions. We worked hard to build
a model karnpung. We contributed

"The new airport is bad for poor
people because their land is used.
In the last 10 years, a lot of things
have been done here; there have
been a lot of achievements. We
haw only recently begun to harvest
what we have planted. It is not fair
to ask us to move now." - Utok.

IHIU

"Most of us depend on the crops for our
living. The younger generation have also
followed in our footsteps, and do not go to
the towns in search of work. I have three
acres (1.2 hectares) of oi~alm which I
began harvesting two years ago. This
provides a stable life for me. If we must
shift, we must be faifly compensated. Hthis
is not done, how are we to survive?· - l gu
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to their cultural programme, even
joined the choir and sang UMNO
songs. But now ..."
The state government has said
that it expects to give out about 700
million ringgit in compensation to
land owners. With the current value
of the land being $69,000 per hectare ($28,000 per acre), the Orang
Asli land is worth $24.9 miUion at
current prices. With the airport
project and the attendant development, the potential value ofthe land
would rise further. However, in all
reports to date there has been no
talk of compensating the Orang
Asli in cash for their land and fruit
trees. Indications are that the affected Or.mg Asli w1U merely be
resettled to a new, as yet unascertained. site.

Headman Azi of Kampung
Busut said that if they were forced
to relocate, the authorities should
compensate them for the slructures
they have built for their crops." And
the rate of compensation should be
the same as that given to other parties," he said.
"Apart from the provision of
basic facilities and an existing
agricultural development project,"
Headman Azi added, "the new
piece of land should be larger in
order to accomodate the growth in
population and for the expansion of
development activities in keeping
with the government's Vision
2020. If it is only forest, how are we
going to survive?"
"Food, shelter, clothing and
transportation are all necessary for

the human being. The authorities
should know this better than the
people," said Kitin, also from the
affected area
The current gazetted area is
about half of their traditional lands.
Before Independence they laid
claim to about 690 hectares of
forestland. But private rubber and
oil palm plantations took away their
lands until they are left with about
360 hectares today. And now, even
this is being taken away from them,
in the name of development- or, in
the words of the Mentri Besar, to
tum Sepang into another 'New
York'.+
ExJractedfrom PERNLOI GAH
(Orang Asli News) October 1991

SONG OF THE ORANG ASL/
Cecil Rajendra
With petai, cempedak, durian
bamboo
gaharu, rambutan and rattan
WE

were here eons before ill-winds
blew
you here to corral us within
'settlements'
with boundaries nebulous as dreams
Now, no more than your pawns
playthings
we 3re tossed hither and thither
according
to your political whims
grandiose 'development' schemes.

And, no longer 'savage' or 'sakai'
you
patronise us now as
simple-minded
children unable to manage our own
affairsto hold our rightful land title
or
continue our ancestral life-style.
WE

the ftrst peoples in these lands

are
truly the last people in your plans!

Once, displayed in circus cages
as
'untamed', 'uncivilized' savages
today
thanks to the largesse
of 'progress'
our newly relocated homestead
is a
glorified chicken-coop or goat-shed.
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Thinkl~
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CLEANER RUBBISH TUBE

V:

is no shortage of action or
~irit because so many of our
politicians behave like
hooligans and most political
parties are haunted by
phantom members. With a
littJe imagination, Parliament
can in fact, be a great deal
more entertaining than any
Hall ofHmors.
Actu31ly, it would be a
great loss if some of the
wood's best- loved horror
classics lik:e Frankenstein,
Phantom of the Opera ,
Pont:ianolk and Dracula were
exorcised from our screens
ft.
for one poople believe that
profound lessons in life can
be gleaned from such movies. For instance, it h3s been
a figmative tradition among the English to compare
Count~ and IUs VOIJlpires 10 the infernal upper
cbsses g~ven their coincident~~ h:lbits of drawing
blood from the labouring masses. Blood-suck:ers, they
calJ them.
As for Frankenstein (some people here think
F~~isunethingiOdowilhlhatthingwecall
p-avaliSabOil and I assure you it is not), he was a
figment of the imaginalion of the English writer Mary
She.lley. She invenled her Godlic lnOil!ler in 1818
following a chaDenge as to whether she, her husOOnd
Percy Shelley or lhe poet Byroa could come ~ wilh
lhe most creepy ghost story. Mary is Obviously the
uncljsputed winner given lhe lastm& pqlUiarity <i ole'
Franky. Orie could say dlere WoukJ DOt be much to fear
about monslerS once we lake the lroUble k> learn lheir
origins.
On the whole, the Minislry's No-~No policy is
welcomed by most people as violent films in
J)Qlticub, have invaded <U living rooms through
alarmingly ~ ftiiiDbm ol blood-aJrdling
Hong Kong podldicas ilid ~Y py American
shows. Howe\U, c:a1ain qugrtm C4Uion against
over-zealous ceuorsllip u that ~nay create an
inteUcctual vacuum into which equally Unhealthy
IR:nds such as fundamentllism could easily <m:p in.
They abo fed lha1 il dJc mass media is sincere about
promobnJ a polibve culaR ~~ Malaysians. &hen
women too. should be nue pl8ively pol1r.lyed
especially in ad\atisina.
But inscead <i lhintin& <riy aboal uuiwelves; let's
~ a thought ((X' Olhell. Doas ia not S1rite an~
da Mlh lhe ~~No llu. t i Mal can ao longer

0

0 .,

ery soon, the only violence left in films will be
in viewing chamber of the National Censorship
Boord wherethemoralminority willcut,chopandsnip
out scenes of violence and sex (was there ever any sex
on_ our~ in the fll'St place?) from pub&£ viewing.
It as said !hal the majority of fuU-Iength Hong Kong
films can now be viewed in 10-minutcs. AJso out are
horror'fllms depicting ghosts and spirits. But 1oror
fJlms ?f Ministers mouthing meaningless platitudes a1
mearungless f amctions wiU still be allowed. The other
horrible part is thai adve~ents and more RTM
motivation songs may be used to fall in alllhat ~
left over after the cuts.
The ~No-No on sex, violence and toror is the
laaest Ministry of Information's policy to do away with
the undtsireablc inlluences that No-N<rNo has 00 us
IX'flicularty our children, whom we have no Lime ~
supervise because we are so busy doing
goodness-knows-what. In OCher words,lessrubbistl in
the rubbish tube.
Most adults do not mind 00( having lhe ! a bit on
~ telly (since they can savour it elsewhere). but are
mconsolable ova- the b3n on hoodlums and Jllosls.
They think thai bringing the axe down on 8hPilJy Illes
is really uncalled for~ the better grade movies 00 the
supernatural and lhe unknown are mucb more
entertaining and intelligent than the mNJea IOIIP
operas thai drag aU sons of petty squabbles and loYc
affairs across our screens. not to mention the
homc-pown TV dromas where e~ seems 110
move as thole under unbe:nble ~~;. flail lhe
cenlre <i the earth.
.
I would sugesa thai these poor souls i1aift 1heir
viewina pleasln onto lbe area ofpolilicl ~ tNie
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claim that his RTM can "do it all"? Poor fellow!

•••
MACHO TALK OVER BREAKFAST
s there a way of peacefully ~g a JX!fSOD to

I

death? An American hawk claims there is. The US
Pentagon military chief Gener.U Colin Powell told
reporters over a breakfast meeting that he wants the
world scared to death of the US military. Not in a
bellicose way, but in a way that is ~eful, he ~d. as
the reporters shivered over their bowls of cereal at the
thought of being frightened to death, however pc:acefuUy.
The Gener.U wants American military might to
comfort friends and chill enemies. Fran1dy. the idea
chills not only enemies but friends too. One can only
deduce that the rndioactive mys from the US stocl:pile
of nuclear weaponry must have penetrated the
General's brains for him 1o speak in so belligerent a
manner in the post-Cold W4!6. Not only has CC00001ic
paranoia become an American habit, but military
paranoia as well.

•••
PROGRESS: FIRST THE MINES,
THEN THE TREES

T

he sun has set over the tin mines. decl:lrcd the
Minister of Primary Industries on the flrst day of
Chinese New Year. His announcement, though all too
true, was greeted by grumblings of "Soey only man!"
by not a few Ipoh tycoons as they took part in the
once-a-year redistribution of wealth by giving away
red p3Ckets to kin and friends. The Minister said the
tin-mining industry in Malaysia had reached the end
of the rood as we have run out of good grJde tin. It
seems m<re tin is to be found on supennarket shelves
today than in the mines.
The Minister's grave wools brought to the minds
ol many the shocking f:.;:t that we had managed to
deplete one ol the richest tin resources in the world
within a mere 100 ye:n or so. Would our timeless
rainforests come to the same p31.hetic and exploited
end in even a shorter time? The day when another
Minister will announce the sunset days of our
minforests may not be too far orr given the mpid rate
at which they are being denuded.
The present Minisler should not stick at stating the
obvious. but ~ ldl us- at least bef<re the sun sinks

on his political career- how he intends to ensure that
future generations or even present ones will not be the
hapless witnesses of the sun setting over the tree
stumps.
Apart from the fortwle amassed by our colonial
masters from the mines, all we have left of the tin
legocy are pools of water in the most de~taled of
landscapes and dozens of dep-essed tin tycoons
desperately seeking new ways to gratify their greed.
And a tin museum in Klang, of course. Let's hope that
there will still be minforests left in our land so that our
children would not have to k!amt about a l05t heritage
ina museum.

•••

M

SELL-OUT?
ala~s ~urban Penang have been told not to sell

theU" IMd to the "wrong hands". 1bey were
asked to sell to the Penang Regional Development
Authority or the Yayasan Bumiputera to develop for
the benefit of Malays. Malays in Langkawi are also
being compeUcd 10 sell generations-old poperty to the
island's development authority LADA It appears that
they are being asked to do business with the "lesser of
evils".
Most of them do not mind which evil they sell to
as long as they get a good price. What they do mind is
being offered below-market value for their land Far
worse is the foct that there have been instances when
property sold to so-called trustee ~ have
been resold to private developers at a hefty profit after
development approval is obtained for the property.
And in the process, a substantial amowll of the money
that changes hands goes 1o line the personal pockets ol
those who are supposed to be looking after the interests
of their fellowmen.

•••
NOTHING LESS THAN FOREIGN

A highly visible aspect ol Malaysia"~ one-upman~p is now 1o be found in the carpark. Here, the
fmanciaJJy and socially~:W individual Oaunas his
wealth and status by showing offthe high-tech gadgets
(half of which he will never grnsp) fancy-rimmed
wheels and even fancier nwnber-plaaes on his imported model. In f6K:t, a dopey snob was reported to
have paid a sum exceeding SSO,(XX) for the number 1
- some peq>le aspire through their children, OChers
_.

-~-
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through their set of wheels.
Anyway, a business magazine repmed that motor
sales hit an all- time recml oll6S,861 WlilS last year
(now you know why it lakes ages to lravel short
distances in KL of late). Malaysia, it seems is growing
into a very lucrative market for European
nunUacturers ol executive and luxwy cars such as
BMW. Volvo, Mercedes Benz and Peugeot The fust
three were among the top 10 best selling automobiles
in the Perunsula last year.
A swank set of w~ls is just an import.tt a
physical symbol ol one's position in life as a club
membership, costly jewellery and exclusive
neighbourboods. The more expensive- and foreign.
the better. And weU-off Malaysiam, despite the
hullabaloo about Buying Malaysian, have queued with
the grealest impatience to own such C3'S, often in pairs
and in the <2le of corporalions and governmental
bodies, in fleds.
It is liUie wonder lhen thal more ttaan a few olthem
were mystified when Britons raised arumpus over their
Princess of Wales' purchase of a German-made
Mercedes. The princess' decision to buy foreign was
described by a British unionisa as "at best insensitive
and at W<JrSt deeply unpatriotic". Other Britons called
it contempt f<X" British workers. Now, if the same
standards were to be applied back home, that would
make most of~ including o..- 10p government leaders
(who'd snort at anything short of a Mercedes f<X" both
their official and private vehicles), notoriously
unpatriotic, insensitive and contemptuous of things
Malaysaan.
.
.
While on the subject ol wheels, the progr.lfllme
Beyond 2<XX>. aired over RTM each Saturday, showed
an inURsting segment on a multi- purpose vehicle
designed by Thai scient& The bUck-like vehicle has
a fo..--whcd drive thai can Iackie Sleep sklpes as weD
as pull a heavy plough through the fields. It can~ be
equipped with a suction conlr.lption to draw water from
a pond which can then be lranSportCd to clean up roods
(X' martels. The lrUck. abo has mnoveable sides thal
when appropriately arranged, accommodates
passengers or c.a even be used f<X" coUecting garbage.
The Thai invention was an excellent example of
local innovation lhal caters 10 the needs of an
industrialising country. Those watching the
programme m• have wondered about the sporU car
bcins built by ow very own scientisas in Universiti
Ttboqi Malaysia. More than one tax-payer must
have wondeu:d what those scientists in the iV<X"Y lOWer
are up min devoling their resources to such a frivolous
ICheme. Wbat can one say, but that the university's
spms c=- woold go down wdl with the golfers thal

another university intends to chum out on the 18-hole
it plans to build.

•••
HEAVEN ON EARTH VIA TOURISM

L

angkawians and Penangites are wondering
whether the millions of ringgit splashed f<X" 1.200
delegates to the Asean Travel Forum earlier this year
has been a waste of the taxpayers' money. Natives
~anessing the lavish welcome dished out by the host
states hoped and prayed that they would be reborn as
A1F delegates in their next life. They were treated like
royalty. At theendoltheday however, there were only
a handful ol buyers (of hoed rooms, airline bookings.
etc) com_IB'ed to the hundreds olseUcrs and hoards of
lravel writers.
The Tourism Development Authority is said to
have spent $3 million aJone to host the event although
it is not known how much the individwl states forked
out in cash and manpower terms. Both states claimed
the event to be a great success although they were
unable to elatxr.de in real terms. The truly happy
feUows are the hoteliers who are probably looking
f<X"Ward to full houses f<X" the next two years. Who
wouldn't ifmillions ol ringgit are spent on one·s behalf.

•••
YOU'RE TELUNG ME!
'~'ere was a very interesting interview with a two.1. time bankrupt in the business section of a paper
recently. The former bankrupt. who must have
recovered very wdl since as he was photographed with
his pricey-looking lldlcyeleandan even more priceylooking spor1S car. spoke frankly of his painful experiences as an NEP- spawned businessman. A
conlraCt k) plant lapioca in lhc early seventies. he told
the interviewer, had turned him into an "instant millionaire". boa wild spending (on what. he did not
elaborate) led him k> his fn banlaupecy bordy a few
yeaslaler.

He relined apia 10 the business scene with CQ1111
success through SfDcks sptD1latioo, consuJtancies and
a restwrant chain in the airport until he
hit by the
recession of the mid- eighties, a near nervous
brakdown and a seoond ~y. He qlaims 10 be
lll(X'C prudent the third time around. advising others to
arm themselYCS with wOOdng experience, contacts and
know-bow before Slarting out
he cautioned.
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.ness.

"you are born rich or a brother or a relative of
so-and-so". Don't we know?

ONE-LEGGED TVRANY

•••
ELECTED CRIMINAL CLASS

A.

Sri Lankan sociologist made the news with his

~usual participatory research methods. The 55year-old professor has posed as a beggar, thief and
drug addict in his research on criminology, poverty
and social ills affecting his country. He was even
beaten up by the police and came down with bronchitis
after being hosed by firemen when sleeping as a beggar
in the sUeets of Colombo. The professor told interviewers that his "live-in.. experiments had provided
new insights in areas such as law enforcement where
he learnt that those dealing with the law knew little
about how it should be applied.
The gutsy professor is now thinking of
investigating bribery because of widespread
COITUption in his country. If that's the case then his next
disguise should be as a politician. His past experience
as a "thief' would come in useful as some politicians
are little better than thieves and scoundrels disguised
as the people's representives for was it not Made
Twain, who said that there is no such thing as a
"distinctively native American criminal clasci, except
Congress".
But in star-struck Philippines, the thieves in
politics are getting a run for their money from
celebrated movie stars who view political office as a
means of securing a better role in life. One of &hem,
already mayor of Manila, is even thinking of numing
forp-esident despite the Ca;t that he is a college dropout
who admits to fathering Ulegitimrue children. Others
include an ackX' known for portraying aiminals with
supernatural powers, an ex-baseb:ill player who
appears in a weekly sex comedy and a 1V show host
who specialises in off-colour humour. Still, all of them
pale beside the grearest actress of them all - the
Weeping Imelda. After all, there's nothing as
gndifying ma movie-goer as a good weep, and not to
mention, a good l:wgh.
While the Malaysian eJectorate (thank goodness!)
have yet to dcYelov. a penchant for celluloid saviours
(with theexceplion of me porno home-video star) they
hove the poor record of voting in. ~ide<; the regular
thid, a Siring of dwnbcls and bimbos who, on the nJ"e

occ:Bln Chat they open theU' mouths in Parliament,
yawn.

•••

E

conomists claim that with the end of communism, and with Marks and Engels gone where
the false prophets go, the world has been left standffig
on one leg, p-esumably the right one. The doclrine that
was supposed to rescue the poor has Collapsed but the
poor- at last count they number about one billion -are
~ with us. Given this. the president of Colombia in
a ~h before UNCfAD has very appropriately
appealed to industrialised nations not to respond to the
end of the Cold War by cutting aid to the Third World.
Such aid, had been partly inspired in the past by fears
of comlnunist inflltration in the Third World and there
is now a real risk that support will disappear without
the communist threat.
True, the Cold War may have defrosted, but the
US is still bent on subversive efforts to get certain
Third World nations to do its bidding. A recent report
from Washington claimed that the Bush
administration had authorised US$30 million for the
CIA to undertlke covert action to topple America's
..mother of all evils" Saddam Hussein. The US is still
pushing embargoes against Iraq and in the process,
causing much hardship to innocent Iraqis. But Iraqis
are not the only ones reeling from Uncle Sam's spiteful
grudges. Vietnam, which the US failed to subdue,
suffers the same way. The Vietnamese Foreign
Minister, who was here recently, bas described the
17-year-long US trade embargo as ..a w<I in another
form".
America's willingness to fork out millions of
dollars for subversive activity is deplornble given the
fact that that a quarter million of the world's children
are dying eoch week. Unicef has reported that apart
from those children who succumb to death, another
million children are badly malnutritioned and in
pennanendy ill-health. It looks like the remaining right '
leg that ~ st:lnds is standing on the poor and helpless
of the world.

• ••
ME TOO! ME TOO!

S

miles thai did not reach the eyes, much leSs the
heart, were etched acrta the faces of Barisan
Nasion:ll bigwigs at the Chinese New Year open h<ue
of one of them. They posed eagerly for photos with
their bands joined in a mulliple cmp reminiscent of
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the Three Musketeers' when letting out lhcir familiar
cry of"One for all and all for one!" except that in this
ca-;e. the cry would more likely be along the lines of
"One for you and two for me!".
The toothy scene would have been uneventful had
it not been for the tubby fellow with the expensive

hairdo at the edge of the photograph who was
desperately reaching out to grab the other hands,
terrified of being left out of the elite clique. What sweet
relief it was for him lhat the camera clicked just as he
managed k> place his chubby fmgers on top of the
others. Whew. one of the boys, again!

•••
ONE MUSEUM TOO MANY

T

he Minister of Arts, Culture and Tourism appears
a little carried away with conserving old builclings
now that his eyes have been opened to the IOUrism
value of our historical heritage. Following the successful rest<ntion of the house in which the music legend
P. Ramlee ~ his childhood and Mesjid Merbuk in
Kuala Muda. he has named the house where our present
PM was born as the next heritage project. The Mini~1er
appears to have problems with the definition of touristic
conlenl In the fust place. one can hardly see any
kuistic attraction in Dr Mahalhir' s birthplace. And
secondly. the Minister should note that visiting
museums lie somewhere at the bottom of the list of
places and things that tourists want to see when they
visit our country according to a survey conductfd by
the Tourism Development Authority.

•••
ANYTHING BUT CARS
trnde ~ between the us and l31Xl" has
.1. erupted ink> a petty exchange of words on who is
~ induslrious and aes sluggish. SevernJ J~

mae

Despite their president's salesmanship, American
manufacturers arc still complaining about the flow of
Japanese cars into their marlcets while sales perDUlel
of American cars in Japan spend their time swatting
flies. They have yet to come to grips over why
lhotlsands of their coWltrymcn prefer JaJXlflCSC cars. In
all fairness, Japanese have their own fascination for
things American (with the exception of their cars) such
as American fast food , American fashion and
American music.
What more do the Americans want? Even the
Emperor's only wunanied son has a crush on the leggy
American actress Brooke Shields and has declared that
he will only many someone resembling her. The royal
proclamation has caused thousands ofJapanese girls to
dash for Brooke Shields look-alike plastic surgery. The
remodelling rush is the cause of much happiness for
one particular Tokyo plastic surgeon who charges
US$8,000 for eaeh "look-like-Brooke" operation
which he perfonns on about 50 hopefuls every week.
The lhought of thousands of shorty Brooke Shields
wandering the streets of Japan is unnerving to say the
least, but Americ:lllS should note that this is one model
which the Japanese have no complaints about

•••
LOVE BOAT CRASHES

T.Teeo vour heads down when entering Singapore

~holds or you may be hit by flying pocs and
p:m. It seems a ~ering 10 clivorces a day occur in
the little island of over 2 million people. It was reported
that 70% of Muslim marriages there ended in clivorce
wilhin 10 years while the proportion for non-Muslim
marriages was 50%. The marital lftalrups must be ol
great concern to the Republic's olf~eial mate-fmders
who had drawn great interest wortwide to their efforts
at match-making graduales to poduce a quality breed
ol baby Singaporcam. Their m:Jich-making extending
10 arranging Love Boot cruises where gmduafes could
meet. many, ma&e ood reiXO(Iuce. It appears that their
Love Boot has gone on the rocks sooner than expected.

politicians, who were probably misWldei'SlOOd by
English-speaking non-Japanese journalists who had
JX'{)blems unden1anding Eng1i~-~ng Japanese
politicians. struck a raw ne.ve in American red-necks
when it was implied that American workers were lazy,
wunotivaled and generJlly lacking in w<rt ethics. The
remarks, misunderslood orotherwise. were (U'ticul.1rly
hurting in the wake ollhe trade imbalance between the ·-----·~
two countries one of which is supposed to be the World
Nwnbet One In Evaything (which would mean !hal
Georgie is the world's nwnber one car salesman).~-.-.....:"""'-
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Johor Bahru?
or Johor Baharu?

T

he Johor Causeway has it as
"JOHOR BAHRU", the
Encyclopaedia Britannica has it as
"JOHOR BAHARU" and the press
spell it "JOHOR BARU". What is the
capital of"JOHOR(E)"?

A. Clark
J.BAHRU
(... and A. Clark has it as 'J. Bahru'!
-Editor)

Not-so-secret Ballot

In Sarawak

I

n the light of the recent Sarawalc
state election, I wish to express my
deep concern about the electoral
process in Malaysia. It would seem to
me lbal the process gives one candidate
the edge over another, especially in

rural areas.
The problem is not so obvious in
the urban areas. In rural areas, people
are congregated into kampongs, districts, long-houses etc. The existing
counting system allows a candidate to
know the breakdown figures of the
election results. These breakdown
results will be able to tell him which
lcampong voted for or against him. Indeed such information is even known
to the ordinary man in the street. and
it can be obtained easily.
News spreads Like wildfire and

eventually one k:ampong will blame
another for its candidate's defeat. The
victorious candidate might be
templed to "punish' the area which
did not vote for him.
Besides this, the existing practice
of allocating a serialized ballot paper
to an identified voter is just as good
as providing documentary proof that
one is voting for a particular candidate.
As for staggered polling, it is no
doubt necessary in view of Sarawalc's
vast and sparsely populated rural
areas. Staggered polling, especially if
it involves the same constituency
(two days of polling in the same constituency), does give one candidate an
edge over the other. In the recent elev
lion, this edge contributed to the victory of at least two candidates.
What happens is that the flfst
day':; vutes are counted on the same
day. Leaked preliminary results will
show which candidate is leading. One
can just imagine the reaction then:
voters. fearing reprisal from the eventual winner, would change their
minds overnight Kampongs where
polling falls on the second day would
try very hard to make themselves
look 'good' especially if the
'winning' candidate is from the BN.
just to avoid being punished later.
Candidates can make simple calculations in order to be guaranteed an
overall win by securing just the correct number of remaining votes. They
achieve this by rsorting to all sorts of
tactics, including spending a huge
sum on a handful of voters. Armed
with such infonnation. a candidate
can blackmail a kampong to swing
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towards him. Punters too have different ways of ensuring that their bets
will win big money.
The usual secrecy and freedom
which IS characteristic of a
democratic election is slowly being
eroded. We feel that our actions are
being monitored closely. We are tom
between choosing the incumbent and
the challenger not because both are
equally suitable but rather out of fear
of reprisal from the victorious candidate.
I believe that we should have one
counting centre for each constituency,
where votes are counted all at once
and in no particular pattern or order.
Breakdown figures, even if they
could be prepaJ"Cd, should not be
prepared at all. Witnesses should be
present during the counting as this
would be the best proof of a
candidate's defeat or victory.
The present practice of enticing
the various long-houses with a brand
new electric generator each should a
particular long-house return a particular candidate will be eliminated as
there will no longer be any proof that
a particular candidate won by, say,
seven votes in that particular longhouse.
I also hope that those election observers from Mozambique will think
twice before they praise our election
system profusely.
I am not accusing the Election
Commission of being biased but judging from what is happening on the
ground there is room for greater
secrecy of the ballot. However, I
would blame the Commission if someone threatens or warns my long-house
not to return a particular candidate.
Why do I get the feeling that we
are somehow forced to choose a particular candidate? When do I get to
real ly make my own decision? It
doesn't mean th at we should have
semi-democracy just because we have
Semi-Pro in football.
Let us hear what others have to
say on this topic.

Election Victim
KUCH!NG

MoraJ VIctories for PAS

W

hen Kelantan's two
by-election (Sg. Pinang and

What Delays?

I

wish to respond lo S. Kumar's
letter entitled "Alarming delays at
goverrunent hospitals" (AM, 1991:
11(10).
As a doctor who has worked in
both a district hospital and a general
hospital, I wish to tell S. Kumar this:
"Mr. S. Kumar, you were wrong in
your accusation."

YapFooNgan
/POll

Ghllf• Bab.: Who .cor.d 'moral
victory'?

Limbungan) results came out, resulting
in UMNO Baru's defeat, Deputy Prime
Minister Ghafar Baba told Malaysians
that the result was a moral victory for
UMNO Baru. Because Semangat46
had won by a reduced majority, he said
that this showed that the rakyat had no
confidence in Semangat 46 and they
were slowly rejecting the party. The
Barisan-controlled national dailies tried
their very best to tcU the rakyat thal
since Semangat 46 had only won with a
reduced majority, it represented a
victory for UMNO Baru.
Okay! Let us t:lke a look at the
Serkam and Jerlun by-elections.
UMNO Baru had won in Serlcam in
the 1990 General Elections with a
thumping 4867-vote majority. In the
recent by-election on 14 December
1991, UMNO Baru won again but
with a reduced majority of 3808 votes
only. Similarly, in 1990, UMNO
Baru won in Jerlun with a 1417-vote
majority. But in the recent by-election
for the same seat on 19 December
1991, UMNO Baru won with a
reduced majority of only 784 votes.
Can our Deputy PM use the same
analogy and state that the rakyat has
no confidence in UMNO Baru; that
the rakyat is slowly rejecting UMNO
Baru? Did the national dailies carry
front-page reports, telling the rakyat
that the reduced majorities in Serkam
and Jerlun were moral victories for
PAS?
J Apalasamy

CAMERON HIGHLANDS

Glaring Errors In HJstory
Book

I

the Batu Pahat Town Board
He was an associate member of
UMNO and a close political aUy of
the Tunku. On page 192 of the book
Sojour~rs to Citizens: Sri Lanlwn
Tamils In Malaysia 1885-1965, Associate Professor R. Rajakrishnan of
Universiti Malaya writes: S. CIU!lvasingam Maclnlyre, the only Ceylon
Tamil to win till! 1955 general elections, did so only because he stood
as an UMNO candidate with the personal backing ofTunJ:u Abdul Rah·

naan".
So, tt's clear here that Chelvasingam was not an MlC member nor an
MlC candidate. I hope the authors of
the boot will clarify these secttons
and make the necessary corrections.

KL llistorian
KUALA LUMPUR

was looking through a Form 3
History~ written by Sabihah
Osman, Muzaffar Thtc and Ishak
Ibrahim which was published by
Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka and I came
across three mistakes.
The ftrSt mistake is on page 54.
There is a chart showing the members
of the Communities Liaison Committe which was formed to ease communal feelings in Malaya. E.E.C.
Thuraisingham, the Chainnan of the
Committee was said to be the President of the Independence of Malaya
Party (IMP). For the authors' mformation, Onn Jaafar founded the IMP and
became iL~ ftrst President, whereas
Thuraisingham was President of the
Ceylon Federation of Malaya and
Vice-President of the IMP.
The ~ccond mistake can be found
on page 56. Onn Jaafar is shown with
a group of students in a classroom.
Beside the picture, it states that he
was Member for Education, Federation of Malaya. Well as far as htstory
is concerned, when the 'Member' system was introduced in 1951,
Thuraisingham was made Member
for Education and not Onn Joafar as
stated.
The third mistake is on page 70.
The authors say that Chelvasingam
Macintyre was an MIC candidate representing the Alliance in the 1955
General Election when he beat a Parti
Negara candidate in the Batu Pahat
constituency. Chelvasingarn was the
leader of the Central Council of
Ceylonese Associations of Johor and
represented the Sri Lanlcan commumty m the Johor Stale Council and
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Gender Bias?

W

lth reference to the article
under the column
lHI.NKING ALLOWED titled "CADS
m Country Clubs" (Vol II No 7). I am
offended by the stereotyping employed
by the wnter. If the speaker had been a
male would the wnter have used the
word "~hrill"? By usmg the word
"shrill" the 'II.Titer is consciously or
uncoDSC'IOUSly using gender as a ba.~i.'>
to discredll the •gumenl
The writer could have used
another word 'll.hich doesn't
stereotype, such as "unreasonable".
Bestdes being race-sensitive by
denouncmg racial stereotypes such as
"lazy Malays", "greedy Chinese" ... it
is high tune for us to be gender-sensitive as well. After all, being humane
and fau doesn't only cut across race
but should also cut across gender.
Anyone who has spoken to Datin
Paduka Zaleha Ismail would not have
said she has a shrill voice!

Sensitive To All
KUALA LUMPUR

The Innocent Should Not
Be Held Hostage

T

he Gulf War killed more than
IOO,CXX> Iraqi people and
destroyed Iraq's infrastructure to such

an extent that the country has been
relegated to the pre-industrial age.
With the end of the war, the international community, based on ordinary humanitarian principles, would
be expected to help rebuild such a
devastated country and to restore to
health those Iraqis injured in the war.
Instead, the world has been sickened
by the brutal effects of continued nonmilitary economic sanctions against
Iraq.
These non-military sanctions, imposed by the Security Council of the
United Nations, are depriving the
civilian population of Iraq of adequate food, medicines and medical
supplies, desperately needed to combat widespread malnutrition and
epidemics of typhoid, cholera and
gastro-enteritis. For the flfSt time in
history, a country and its government
have been prohibited from importing
food and medicines for its own
people and prevented from
reconstructing its infra-structure.
In May 1991, a medical team
from the Harvard School of Public
Health estimated that as many as
170,000 children would die this year
from malnutrition and disease as a
result of the breakdown of Iraq's
public health system.
A second visit to Iraq in AugustSeptember by an international team of
35 doctors. researchers, engineers,
economists and environmental
analysts has again documented a
serious disintegration of basic health
services., water purification, sewage
treatment and generation of
electricity. Epidemics of diarrhoeal
diseases and rampant malnutrition are
now causing a three-fold increase in
the deaths of children under five
years of age. A survey of 9000 Iraqi
households showed a mortality rate of
80 deaths of children under five per
1000 population this year, compared
with a pre-war rate of 20-30 deaths
per 1000.
Innocent civilians, especially
children, the elderly and the infirm,
should not be held hostage for events
and actions beyond their own control.
The International Declaration of
Human Rights and International
Covenants clearly state that food,
water, shelter and adequate health
care are amongst the most fundamental of all human rights and must be
provided for all people in all areas at

all times.
The Security Council's imposition of non-military sanctions against
the people of Iraq is an unconscionable breach of basic human
rights and must be condemned by all
decent human beings. Therefore, in
the name of humanity, Malaysian
Physicians for the Prevention of
Nuclear War demand the immediate
lifting of all non-military sanctions
against the people of Iraq.

RSMcCoy
President
Malaysian Physicians for the
Prevention ofNuclear War
KUALA LUMPUR

Mahathlr's Man To Head
Bar Council?

D

o not be surprised if the BN
Government bulldozes the
amendments to the Legal Profession
Act in order to appoint the
Attorney-General or as Chairman of the
Bar Council. So many draconian acts
have been passed or amended
previously de:>-pite the acts being
undemocratic in nature. These acts were
committed quite easily as the BN had a
two-thirds majority in Parliamant. In all
these acts BN MPs showed no sense of
independence. Neither did they speak
out in Parliament to represent the will of
the people.
The recent attack on the Bar
Council by UMNO Baru leaders is a
calculated move by Dr Mahathir to enhance his position. This is reflected in
the slogan 'Under MahaJhir No
Opposition' (UMNO).
The Bar Council is the only nonpolitical organization internationally
~ecognized and respected for upholdmg human rights and democratic principles. As such, UMNO Baru leaders
are aware that it is the biggest threat
to all their undemocratic acts. They
have chosen the right time to finish
off the Bar Concil by twisting the
facts and sweeping the truth under the
carpet with the help of the controlled
national mass media. The following
factors have led to their drastic action
and have, convinced the people that
they are taking the right course of action:
a)The country's favourable
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economic conditions.
b )The opposition's comprehensive defeat at the last general election.
This was achieved with the help of
government facilities and Mahathir's
loyal and faithful mass media.
c)Mahathir's interantional stunts
has enhanced his image among the
people particularly the rural folk.
d)Rich businessmen and politically influential people have been influenced by the Vision 2020 gimmick
into playing a bigger role in the current attacks against the Bar Council.
Mahathir's autocratic rule has
managed to divert the people's attention and has made them silent
Hence, in a matter of time we are
going to see Mahathir's men heading
the Bar Council just like what happened to our Lord President.
Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union have changed from communism to democracy but Malaysia is
turning from democracy to goodness
knows what!!

N Mahendran
PORT KLANG

Blue ICs Given to Illegal
Immigrants

I

am writing this letter to Aliran as I
have no other way of channelling
this piece of information to the
Malaysian public. I cannot inform
anyone, especially the authorities who
will probably detain me under the ISA.
I have reason to believe that a certain senior leader in the Cabinet committee for foreign workers, has
authorised the award of blue identity
cards to illegal immigrants in Sabah.
During a recent visit. he authorized
the award of about 3,000 blue identity
cards. You might think that this is
ridiculous or pure conjecture, but this
information was from a very reliable
source. As a matter of fact, I believe
the federal authorities have
authorized certain people to award
blue identity cards to illegal immigrants. Worse still, these people
have been given wide powers. They
can even arrest Jaw enforcement officers.
The people of Sabah know this
very well. The former Sabah Chief
Minister Harris Salleh has said in a

book written by Paul Raffaele: "In-

stead the federal government will
watch very closely to see what the
PBS goverTIII'Ie11t does to safeguard
the rights of the Malays. If they see
that the PBS is misbehaving they have
a number ofoptions. For instance,
the federal govenunenl can register
any ofthe refugees in three hours,
three days, three monlhs or three
years. There is no law stating the time
and if the federal government wants
to alter forever the voting patterns of
Sabah then it can do iJ as easily as
signing the papers."
I think Harris is telling the truth.
They are in a position to do whatever
they like. But of course the people did
not put them in power to do immoral
and unlawful things like that Perhaps
the people continue to vote for them
because they are not aware of the rotten dealings of the elite of our
beloved nation. I am just doing my
part in writing this so that others will
know what is happening. This might
add to their knowledge or their disgust. But one thing is for sure· the
people would then be able to exercise
their democratic rights.

Sangod Bin Motindo
Kg Tamparuli
1VARAN, SABAH

"AIIran Funded by
Chinese?" - Preposterous!

I

fmd the letter by Ariti Mahlcota
entitled "Aliran funded by the
Chinese" in AM 1991: 11(12)
preposterous, malevolent and parochial.
He mentioned that Chinese
Malaysians in Sarawak would like to
see Muslims and non-Muslim
bumiputras divided so that they
would stand to gain. This is drivel.
This does not represent the views of
ethnic Chinese in Sarawak at all. Ariff
Mahkota tried to use the ethnic
Chinese as scapegoats for the
problems of the bumiputras. He
should remember that during the last
state election, the federal government
asked the ethnic Chinese in Sarawak
to reject the PBDS and vote for the
PBB-Ied BN3. Now who's guilty of
creating disunity among the
bumiputras of Sarawak? The federal
government hopes to aeate disunity

among the people of Sarawak so that
they will not unite and be as demanding as the people of Sabah.
It is hoped that Sarawakians wiU
stand up against people like Ariff
Mahkota for the sake of our blessed
and glorious land, Sarawale. - the land
of the hornbills.

Sarawaldan Chinese
BANG/, SELANGOR

Unconquerable Souls

T

o the Alitan team, GOOD
SHOW. I have had the
opportunity to read the letter by Viveka
Foo (AM 1991: 11(12)) in response to
R Thangaraju's despair over the
prevailing situation. I would like to add
my words of encouragement to
Thangaraju's and Viveka's in
recognition of their valiant struggle:
Out of the night that covers me,
Black as the pit from pole to pole,
I thank God;
For my unconquerable soul.
From the foul clutches of
circumstances,
I have not winced or cried aloud,
Under the bludgconings of
chance,
My head is bloodied but unbowed,
Beyond this place of rife and tears,
Looms the horror of the shade,
And yet the menace of the years,
Shall find me unafraid.
It matters not how straight the
gate,
How charged with punishments
the scroll,
1 am the Master of my Fate,
I am the Captain of my Soul.
The Latin title, invictus means
"Unconquerable". Until we are
buried six feet under ground our zeal
or zest should always be invictus.
We have only so much time in
this world • so devote it to the work
and people most important to us. We
can waste half a life time doing inconsequentialthin&s when we would be
better off doing something else.
After all, we expect to pass
through this world but once. Any
good or any kindness we can do or
show to a fellow being, let us not
defer nor neglect it. For we, in all
likelihood, shall not pass this way
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again. Take heart, 2020 augurs well
for those of us with a conscience.

Chandra Mogan
KLANG

East Tlmor Massacre
Condemned

P

articipants at a recent public
meeting signed a statement to
President Suharto of Indonesia to
condemn the East Tunor massacre
where a Malaysian student Kamal
Bamadhaj was killed. There were over
100 casualties. There has been
increasing international pressure
seeking an independent international
investigation into the massacre and
other previous cases of human rights
abuse in East Timor. The meeting on 7
December 1991 was organized by
Kamal's friends to remember the
victims of the massacre as well a~ to
join international observance of the
16th anniversary of Indonesia's illegal
occupation of East Timor.
The main speaker Dr Ariffin
Omar, the new president of Aliran,
cited the example of Kuwait to show
how the international community including Malaysia doesn't have to accept armed aggression against the
national sovereignty of any country
or people. The military occupation of
East Tunor by Indonesia is reminiscent of Indonesia's past tenitorial aggression against Malaya and
Malaysia. The UN has so far refused
to accede to the occupation of East
Tunor. This occupation has been condemned worldwide and has brought

East Timor: A call for an Independent

International inv..tigation..

abo11t a tragedy of immense proportions. According to the speaker, it has
been estimated that 200,00 East
Tunorese or one third of East Timor's
population has perished since the
military occupation began in 1975.
The meeting also resolved to set
up a Kamal Bamadhaj Memorial
Award to encourage Malaysian students and youth to live up to the
ideals that Kamal had lived and died
for vil standing up for the rights of
fellow human beings llTespective of
social or nati.:mal boundaries. A committee ha~ been set up to look into the
setting up of such an award.
Ong

PENANG

Who Wlll Watch The
Watchers?

I

n every society, an important source
of power and swvciUancc IS the
police who arc responsible to the
citizeruy for the maintenance of c1v1l
order and the safeguarding of persons
and property. As such their crodtbllaty
must be unpeccable at all timeli And
yet. vecy often there IS no pubhc
accountabilil). The irony IS that tt t)
often not the crunmal but the ordmary
CltlZ.en who is afr;ud of the policcm:va
whose "awesome" power IS remforced
by the trappings of Ius JOb · Ius
weapons and his uniform. The unagc of
the fearsome policeman whach m:vay a
parent has used to frighten theu
children can be re:ld as part of that fear.
The worse thing is that we arc
empowering people who are actually
empowered by us as citizens and
tupaya-s and whose e~ercise of
authority must always be scrutinu.cd by
us. They must always be account.lblc to
us.
It is time that we, as citizens of
Malaysia, assume the responsibility
of re-assessing how our police have
been doing their job; how far have
they hved up to the trust we have put
in them? As t.l~paycrs and ctti.Zens,
we should tnsist on the est.lbhshment
of independent commissions of mquiry when any case of police miSconduct is alleged. And the police
themselves should welcome such a
move if it reinforces thet credibahty.
We must never forget that tho:

"watchers" appointed by us must be
continually momtored by us.
Dr Wong Soak Koon

PENANG

Poor Non-Bum Is Ignored

I

t

was fair of our Finance Muuster to

annou.nce an alloc:uion of $500
million for a revolvmg fund to help

'hardcorc' poor burruputras. This fund
would help them to mvest in Aman3h
Saham Bwniputra by means of 100 per
cent interest-free loans. A portion of the
armual dividends and bonuses on the
units purchased would be deducted and
used to repay the loans over a 15-year
period.
At the same time. 11 was totally
unfair of the Finance M.tnister to
neglect 'hardcore' poor nonbumiputras. As Finance Miruster, he
should serve aU citizens irrespective
of ethnic origin.
Tucs arc collected from
Malaysians equally and this permits
elected MPs to serve us justly.
The 'hardcore· poor are a multiethnic lot. The MCA, the M!C and
other political parties m the BN coalition also have investment anns; \\.hy
not use them abo to hdp .:radicatc
poverty. I feelll1.1t \\.h,u mo~t of our
BN MPs lack 1s a copy of the Universal Declaration of Hum:va R1ghts. ··...
All human beang~ :ue both free and
equal ... Everyono.: ts o.:ntulo.:d to all the
rights ... v. 1thout dasllncllon of any
kind such as rae.:, colour, sex.
religion, language etc."
Sivalolwr
JOHOR BARU

Of Crooked Lawyers and
Unscrupulous Politicians

T

he recent proposal by the
govt:mment to amend the Legal
Profession Act to protect the interests of
clients is indeoo laudablc. One c:vanot
but support the goverrunent's move to
come to the ;ud of people who are likely
to become v1ctims of crooked lawyers.
But the queswon IS- \\.hy only crooked
lawyers? What aoout crooked housing
developers, crooked businessmen and
even croked doctors'? Don't people
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need to be pro~ from these people
too? In fact, the goverrunent should
seriously consider amending or even
introducing laws to protect people from
crooked politicians. A crooked
politician or a crooked doctor is no less
dangerous than a crooked lawyer. The
citizenry need to be protected from all
crooked people, irrespective of whether
they are lawyers. politicians or doctors.
One fails to understand why the
government is singling out the members of the legal profession. Perhaps
the Prime Minister knows why. One
is tempted to ask if it is because of Dr
Mahathir's allegation that he himself
had once been the victim of a crooked
lawyer. If that i~ so, when did it happen? Was it after he became Prime
Minister? Poss1bly not. because even
crooked lawyers in Malaysia have not
been known to cheat prime ministers.
Mind you, our first three prime ministers were all lawyers by training. If
an educated person like the Prime
Miruster could have been cheated by
a crooked lawyer II!: alleged, whnt
more can we say of the risks faced by
ordinary laymen who are without
much education?
However, a nagging question is:
Why did the government wait until
now to think of changes to the legal
ProfessiOn Act? Was it because it was
all right for crookedness to creep into
the leg.1l profession before this? Or,
was it because: not many people were
affected then? Either way, the Prime
Minister as a medical doctor by training should have known that an early
prevention IS better than a late cure
and should have taken action to nip
the problem in the bud.
Another interesting question that
one could ask is - why did the good
doctor whose government purportedly has strong feelings about dishonest
lawyers consent to a lawyer (who is
accused of being crooked by one of
his clients) being the Barisan
Nasional candidate in a recent byelection in Penang? Is it because the
allegation against this particular
lawyer had not been proved in court?
Would the Prime Minister demand
this particular"lawycr's resignation if
the case goes against him? Going by
the scruple~ exhibtted by the Prime
MJmster. he should.
The 1ntendcd move to bring about
chang.:s to laws governing the legal
profess1on smacks of something more

ulterior, something unrelated to
malpractices by certain members of
the profession, it is really intended to
further muule :llld control the Bar.lt
is neither slrange nor suprising that
the intention to amend the law comes
in the wake of the Prime Minister's
accusation that the Bar Council had
spread lies overseas about the independence of the Judiciary and the
subsequent call by UMNO Baru
Youth asking the Bar Council to
apologise to the Prime Minister. Well,
wbo should apologise to whom now?

No man is an Island, entire of itself;
every man is a piece of the continent, a
part of the main;...
Any man's death diminishes me,
because I am Involved in mankind, and
therefore never send to know for whom
the bell tolls, it tolls for thee.
'Jolua DoiiM

K.LGoh
AWRSETAR

Eng1Dn4

A Job well Done, Chandra!

I

noted in The Daily ExjJress
(Sabah) that Dr Chandra Muz:Ufar
had announced his resignation from the
post of President of Aliran.
I would like to sincerely congratulate him for the long leadership that
he had provided to Aliran to make it
what it is today and his other contributions towards nation-building.
I believe that diverse opinions
from aU sections of society are essential sources of information for the
government to tap upon when formulating national policies.

Darshan Singh
KOTA KINABALU

Our Apologies...
We regret that some technical error had contributed
to the omission of several lines in the lead article
"BAR/SAN LOSING SUPPORT?" under the subtitle "Uneven Development" appearing on pp 2 and 3 of AM

1991:11 (12).
We are re-running this section so that the earlier confusion may be rectified:

UNEVEN DEVELOPMENT
II the issue he,. is.flot greater Islamization, lhen why
are rural voter& so unhappy? After aft, lhe economy is
doing so well. UMNO Baru'& leaders &eem to haw lost
loUd\ with the grau-roots and the struggle which the poor
in rural area& haw to endul'8 in order to make a living.
These poor rural voters. who have traditionally formed the

back-bona of UMNO's support, are becoming increasingly
marginalized. But fley are also becoming more sophisllcated and aware of the widening gap in rural-urban incomes. This gap is of course the 1'8suft of uneven development
in the oounlry - a nmendous drive for industrialization in
the urban areas while the nnlareas haw for lhe most
part been neglected
Naturaly, the fruits of suc::h inO.Istrialization wl not be
spread evenly throughout lhe oounty. Take a place like
Prai, fle scene of a rec:ent by-election • 1'8Sidants lhe1'8
were so eaptivased wilh lhe inO.Istrialization drive and the
opportunities which abounded from the resulting multiplier
effect that !hey voted in droV8S for 1he Barisan. The same
cannot be said lor lhe inhabifanla of 81¥1. Serkam and
Jerfun • rural areas which haw been cut oft from the
mainsn.nof~

Our apologies to Ani I Netto.
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Human Rights

The Challenges Confronting
Amnestx.lnternational

The Cand
It is only when we begin to
appreciate the real meaning
of the idea of humanity as a
single family that we will
fin d it intolerable that such
a huge segment of the same
human family does not
enjoy basic economic, social, cultural, political and
civil rights, says
CHANDRA MUZAFFAR
in a plea for a global approach in the struggle
ahead.
am one of Amnesty's former
prisoners of conscience. For 52
d:lys- from 27 October, 1987 to
18 December, 1987 - I was detained
without trial under lhc Malaysian
government's infamous Internal
Security Act (ISA) It was a short
period in prison considering that
many other Malaysians have been
detained under the ISA for long
stretches of time. There have been
cases of detainees languishing in jail
for as long as 16 years.
Compared to them, my prison
stay was a brief holiday. The joke
amongst those of us detained in October 1987- the class of 87 as it is
sometimes known -is that we went
in for a short course of study offered
by the 'Second University' to use a
term coined by an ex-detainee. In

I

e Must Burn On

my case, the course was so short
that I wouldn't even qualify f<r a
diploma. A certificate of attendance is all that I can hope for.
There were others detained with me
who were in fact doing postgraduate work, having obtained
their firSt degrees some time ago
from the Second University! In
spite of one's love for scholarship,
one hopes that one will not have to
do this sort of post-graduate work.
It is these men and women who
have spent long, silent years in
detention that you should acclaim
and eulogise. Your paeans of praise
should be reserved for them. They
are living symbols of courage and
fortitude. They embody that element in the human spirit which can
never be vanquished by the might
of power or the glamour of wealth.
There arc tens of thousands of
such men and women in this planet
of ours. Amnesty's newsletters and
annual reports faithfully document
their triumphs and tragedies. I am
not fit to even represent them, let
alone speak on their behalf.
When 1 was detained under the
ISA in 1987, it was alleged by the
authorities that I was 'a threat to
national security'. This is the standard charge levelled at ISA
detainees. It seemed so blatantly
unfair that I should be accused of
threatening the nation 's security
since I had spent all my life advocating social reform through
peaceful means. The pen and the
microphone were the only weapons
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I wielded in this quest for a more
just and compassionate society. Besides, I was not even a direct threat
to the ruling elites since I have
never been a participant in the electoral process.
What was even sadder was that
I was accused of contributing
towards the ethnic tensions which
threatened the nation's delicate
multi-ethnic fabric in the weeks
preceding my arrest. I was deeply
grieved by this particular accusation for so much of my energy had
gone into improving inter-ethmc
ties. Even in that period before all
of us were detained, I had toiled
strenuously to reduce the rising ethnic temperature in the country by
exposing the political opportunism
of the contending communal forces. At the same time, my colleagues and I in ALIRAN
counselled restraint and rationality
in a situation where emotions were
running high.
And yet, I was detained. My
experience convinced me that when
you have a law which permits
detention without trial, it does not
matter what the truth is. For the lie
can never be nailed. The lie lives
because the •evidence' which the
state claims to have against you
cannot be scrutinized by a proper
court of law. Indeed, under the ISA
the lie is protected. It is sanctified.
It is made sacrosanct. This is the
ultimate power of tht: lie: it
crucifieS the truth.

That the lie can be so powerful
even in a society which is far less
repress1ve. far less authoritarian
than many other countries in the
world, is what makes a law like the
ISA so obnoxious. Thls is why
human rights activists in Malaysia
continue to campaign against the
ISA. In my prison cell. I took a
solemn pledge that the abolition of
the ISA is that one cause that I will
c:ury with me to my grave- if need
he.
Human rights activists in
Malaysia have always been heartened by the principled position
adopted by Amnesty International
in its total opposition to detention
without trial of those who advovate
change through peaceful means of
protest. As I have said on numerous
occasions in the last four years.
Amnesty's campaign for my
release, and the release of all the
other 105 men and women detained
with me, contributed immensely to
our freedom.
Amnesty, in its 30 years of
struggle, has helped to secure the
freedom of thousands and
thousands of individuals whose
non- violent advocacy of some
cause or other had earned them the
wrath of those in authority. Though
this is no reason for celebration

Amnesty's commendable works Include:
Campaigning for the abolition of torture; Opposing detention without trial;
Highlighting the plight of the refugee woman 11nd child.

since gross violations of human
rights continue unabated in different p~U1s of the world. it should
encourage Amnesty's 1.1 million
members, subscribers and regular
donors in over 150 countries torededicate themselves to the noble
ideals of the organization. It is good
to know that everyday. in some
comer of the globe, an Amnesty
letter Iits a candle of hope for some
forlorn human being behind some
prison wall.
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What is equally significant is
that in fighting human rights violations within the confines of its mandate. Amnesty has tried to be as
consistent as possible. Whatever
the ethnic, religious, ideological or
geographical character of the
regime in question, Amnesty has
not hesitated to take it to task.
Similarly, the organization has
risen to the defence of any victim of
detention or torture or execution,
irrespective of her ethnic back-

then looted. Such deaths
were reported at al-Razi
and ai-Addan hospitals,
as well as the Maternity
Hospital." (see Iraq/Occupied Kuwait Human
Rights Violations since
2 August, Amnesty International. December
1990, p. 56)
This allegation about
300 babies and incubators which appeared in countless
newspapers throughout
the world caused a great

Vietnamese asylum-seekers anive in Hong Kong;
Two wounded Iraqi girls are transported to Germany lor treatment:
The poor and the powerless have very little say over their own destiny.

ground or political inclination. Indeed. Amnesty has tried its best to
be fair and balanced in implementing its human rights mandate.

Disinfonnation
Nonetheless. there arc times
when the implementation of its
mandate has caused certain
problems. It happened recently in
the wake of the lr..tqi invasion of
Kuwait of 2 August 1990. In its
study of human rights violations
committed in the course of the Iraqi
occupation of Kuwait, Amnesty alleged that "over 300 premature
babies were reported to have died
after Iraqi soldiers removed them
from their incubators, which were

deal of outrage and incensed international public opinion. It was the
type of evidence which served to
convince the ordinary, intelligent
newspaper reader of the 'utter
bestiality' of the Iraqi government.
Indeed, many people were persuaded -especially after the allegation appeared in an Amnesty report
- that the Bush administmtion
would be justified in going to war
against Iraq.
After Iraq's military defeat and
its withdrawal from Kuwait, senior
Kuwaiti hospital authorities stated
publicly that there wasn't an iota of
truth in the allegation. The incubator incident had not taken
place at all. In fact, the director of
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one of the hospitals allegedly involved in the incident even admitted that the whole thing was part
of the Kuwaiti and American
propaganda drive against lr..tq.
Of course, it is true that Amnesty was in no position to verify the
numerous allegations it had
received about Iraq's atrocities in
Kuwait. The Iraqi government
would not allow any human rights
mission to investigate the allegations. Nonetheless, it can be argued
that in the extraordinary situation
that prevailed in Kuwait after 2
August 1990, it would have been
prudent to exercise maximum caution in the use and analysis of
'infonnation • provided by various
individuals and groups inside and
outside the oil Sheikhdom. Such
prudence would have been justified
especially since it became quite obvious within a month of the invasion that the United States in
pursuit of its own economic and
political objectives in the Gulf
region had embarked upon a massive disinformation exercise. This
in no way exonerates the Iraqi
leadership of its ruthless suppression of the political and civil liberties of its own people which, in a
sense, is a separate issue.
As a general proposition, in any
major political crisis, in which access to reliable data is a problem, it
would be judicious to refrain from
repeating allegations which cannot
be verified through independent investigations. A faux pas like this, if
it goes unchecked, may in the long
run, affect Amnesty's credibility.
However, how investigations
are conducted and how Amnesty
implements its mandate are not - it
seems to me - the central issues
confronting the organization in the
nineties. As a person who cares for
human dignity and social justice- a
concern which many of the fine individuals who make up Amnesty
share - I am beginning to wonder
whether Amnesty's high profile international role has, unwittingly.
created in the public mind a certain

image of what human rights
is :Ul about, which, in an indirect sense, may have
hampered the growth of a
more holistic understanding
of human dignity and social
justice. This needs some explanation.

Wider I t~Urpretation
Needed
B~use Amnesty is often
equated with the world-wide
human rights struggle, a significant segment of the intelligentsia in both Western and
non-Western societies have
begun to believe that what
Amnesty fights for or fights
against is the sum total of the
human family's human rights
agenda. In other words,
detention without trial, disappearances, torture, extrajudicial executions, capital
punishment - this is what
human rights is mostly about
Sometimes, one may choose
to place all these violations
within the larger context of
the struggle to protect political and civil rights. In fact,
human rights, as the intelligentsia, and the middle and Guatemala's Maya people lac. racial dl.crimination, povwty and abuse: Campaigning for
upper classes, as a whole, un- the right 1o a decent life would certainly enhMce the preHndy n.row definition of
hwnan rights.
derstand
them,
is
synonymous with political
and civil rights. Now and
rights equals to political and civil
tions in 1976, largely through the
then, certain cultural rights, like the
rights and nothing more. It is worth
insistence of third world countries,
right to speak one's language or
seeks to rectify this imbalance,
observing at this point that if one
practise one's religion, would also
examines the evolution of human
human rights continues to be
be included in their defmition of
rights within European civilization
equated with political and civil
human rights.
since the 17th century. it was the
rights.
It would be wrong, of course, to
emerging middle-class's quest for
Western governments with
put the whole blame for this narrow
political and civil liberties which
their liberal-democratic ideologies
was its dominant characteristic.
understanding of human rights
have also, via pronouncements.
Amnesty International, in that
upon Amnesty. The Universal Decpolicies and practices. helped crelaration of Human Rights of 1948
respect, is rooted finnly in the
ate the erroneous belief that human
European intellectual and political
rights is essentially political
shows overwhelming concern for
traditJon. More than that. its confreedoms and civil liberties. G1ven
political and civil rights and gives
cept of, and approach to. human
meagre attention to economic, sotheir overwhelming economic,
cial or cultural rights. Though the
rights parallels that of most contechnological, cultural and political
on
temporary Western governments.
International
Covenant
power at this juncture in history,
What this means, if one may repeat,
Economic, Social and Cultural
they have succeeded in convincing
is that Amnesty, like most Western
Rights adopted by the United Napeople everywhere that human
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governments, emphasises human
rights practices and human rights
violations which come within the
ambit of political and civil liberties.
Needless to say, this has had
some negative consequences for
other equally legitimate dimensions of human rights. As I hinted a
while ago, economic and social
rights have received much less emphasis than they deserve. The
human right to food, to clothing, to
shelter, to education, to health, to
employment is fundamental to the
very survival of the human being.
For the vast majority of the human
race in Asia, Africa and Latin
America, it is these rights that matter most. Of what use is the human
rights struggle to the povertystricken billions of the South if it
does not liberate them from hunger,
from homclcssness, from ignorance, from disease? Human
rights interpreted mainly in terms
of political and civil rights will not
satisfy the quest of the poor for
human dignity and social justice.
Life and liberty, food and freedom
should go hand in hand if we want
to develop a more .holistic, integrated vision of human rights.
It is a pity that even in the South
there are very few groups operating
as human rights organizations
which are committed to a comprehensive view of human rights
that embraces the different facets of
human life. Most of them seek to
defend political and civil rights, as
they are conventionally understood. Thus, freedom of expression,
freedom of association, the right of
dissent, the rule of law, the independence of the judiciary are
among their main - sometimes sole
- concerns. It reflects the powerful
psychological influence and impact
of Western human rights groups
upon their counterparts in the
South. If there arc groups which do
take up issues connected with
poverty or illiteracy, they would be
seen as development NGOs or alternative movements. Even the
groups concerned would perceive

survival. In a situation where a
handful of powerful nations in the
North dominate and control the
political, cultural, intellectual,
Collective Freedom
economic, scientific and techThis widely prevalent percepnological resources of the world for
tion of human rights is inimical to
their own benefit, it becomes imthe interests of the people of the
perative for the people of the South
South in yet another way. Unlike
to insist upon their right of access
Western governments which see
to justice. It is seldom realized that
human rights as rights revolving
this control and dominance by a
around the individual, there is in
clique in the North has a direct bearAsia and Africa in particular a
ing upon a whole range of human
strong notion of the rights of the
rights in the South.
collectivity, the community, the naEconomic control, for instance,
tion. This has a lot to do with the
exercised through bilateral ties,
colonial experience of Asian and
regional economic groupings, inAfrican states. Subjected to alien,
ternational trade pacts and internacolonial rule for centuries, fighting
tional financial institutions, has, in
for freedom for whole generations
a number of cases forced countries
of Asians ~md Africans came to
in the South to adjust their
mean fighting for the freedom of
economic policies to the interests of
their people.
the North to such an extent that they
There is, therefore, a concept of
have no choice but to neglect the
collective freedom and the rights
basic needs of their poor. This is
that go with that freedom in the
one of the reasons why in various
historical baggage of the Asian and
parts of Latin America and Africa,
African. This explains why
in particular, food production,
freedom for most post- colonial
health care and low-cost housingsocieties has been more than a
needs which are related to funlitany of personal liberties. It is a
damental economic and social
collective ideal inextricably interrights - have been subordinated to
twined with the quest of whole
export crops, tourism and hotels!
communities, of entire nations for
Likewise, the North's suffocathuman dignity and sociaJ justice.
ing control over the production and
dessimination of news and inforToday, we are witnessing such a
quest for collective freedom in the
mation has, in a sense, curbed and
valiant struggles of the South
curtailed authentic voices in the
African and Palestinian peoples.
South capable of articulating its
It is a matter of some regret that . joys and sorrows, its hopes and
this idea of freedom so important to
fears. What is the meaning of
the South has not been accorded
freedom of expression, of free flow
any emphasis in the West's concept
of information in such a situation?
How can we talk of the right to
of human rights. Here again, if the
inherent rights of communities
practise and propagate one's culwere given prominence, human
ture when the overwhelming power
rights movements would become
of values and attitudes, tastes and
more complete and compret1,ensive
symbols, associated with the North
in their outlook.
threatens to thwart the growth of
indigenous art and literature, dance
Question OfSurvival
and music? Even the right to life For the South, however, assertthe most fundamental of all human
ing the rights of the collectivity is
rights - is repudiated by the pernot just a matter of developing a
petual danger of death in various
more complete perspective on
parts of the South where proxy wars
human rights. It is a question of
manipulated by the North have in

themselves as pursuing goals which
are not really linked to human
rights.
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the last 45 years killed at least 22
million men, women and children.
There is no denying that what
has emerged in the course of the
decades is an international system
in which the poor and powerless
who constitute the overwhelming
majority of the hwnan race have
very little say over their own destiny. A system which virtually disenfranchises the majority cannot be
democratic. It cannot claim to
protect human rights or human dignity.
The disenfranchisement of the
poor and powerless majority is
most vividly illustrated in the concentration of effective power in the
hands of a few nation-states
through the United Nations
Security Council. Some would
even argue that with the end of the
Cold War and thedemiseofbipolar
politics, it is just one military superpower which controls the Security
Council and the UN. The
dominance of that superpower over
global political processes implies a
fonn of authoritarianism in international relations which has no
precedence in history.
While most human rights
groups are concerned about
authoritarianism at the national
level, they seldom react to the control and dominance of world
politics by a clique from the North.
And yet authoritarianism at the international level, as we have
shown,
displays
striking
similarities to authoritarianism in
national politics.
At both levels, for instance,
there is media manipulation and the
-abuse of political institutions and
legal processes to serve the interests of those at the levers of power.
In both national and international
politics,
elite
control
and
dominance has resulted in the
decline and denial of human rights.
One wonders, therefore, why
authoritarianism at the international level has escaped censure from
conventional hwnan rights groups
in both the North and the South.

In the case of certain human
rights groups like Amnesty, their
mandate may dissuade them from
exammmg
the
impact
of
authoritarian trends in international
politics upon various types of
human rights. There may also be
human rights groups which are
ideologically
disinclined
to
scrutinize the dominance of the
North since they are committed to
the preservation of the status quo.
Others may be just ignorant of how
the present international system oppresses and exploits the overwhelming majority of humanity.

Think Universal
But sooner or later human rights
groups in the North as well as the
South will have to come to grips
with the question of the international system and its impact upon
human rights. For the oneness of
humanity is becoming a reality in
all sorts of ways. The environmental crisis, more than perhaps any
other challenge confronting contemporary Man, compels us to seek
remedies from a global perspective.
There is no national solution to the
environmental crisis. We have to
think, feel and act universal in the
truest sense of the word.
The environmental crisis, it
seems to me, is just the flJ'St of a
series of global crises which will
demand genuinely global remedies.
There is increasing realization now
that issues such as aids, drugs,
migration and refugees require international solutions. It is just a
question of time before we concede
that the eradication of poverty, disease and illiteracy is not possible
unless there are massive efforts at
the global level. By the same token.
it is unlikely that we will be able to
curb ethnic discrimination or racial
violence or check political oppression or authoritarian trends through
the instrument of the nation-state which is sometimes the real culprit.
Some sort of global endeavour
would be necessary.
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Once the importance of such an
endeavour is understood, we will
have to learn to view the whole of
humanity as one single family. This
is quite different from seeing
human beings as citizens of different states in the international
system. This is the approach
adopted by human rights groups
today. When we begin to appreciate
the real meaning of this idea of
'humanity as a single family' we
will find it intolerable that such a
huge segment of the same human
family does not enjoy basic
economic, social, cultural. political
and civil rights. We will want to
find out what the underlying causes
are of this terrible injustice done to
our own brothers and sisters, to our
own flesh and blood. We will seek
to change social relationships,
trnnsfonn social structures in such
a way that a more just and equal
world emerges in which each and
every human being exercises her
rights and executes her responsibilities in consonance with her inherent human dignity.
That world awaits us. That
world beckons to us. It is a world
that we will not live to sec. But it is
a world that we must work to
achieve. For it is a duty that we who
Jive in the present owe to those who
will inherit the future.
I pray that you will lead the way.
For Amnesty International is the
most important, the most influential
human rights movement to have
emerged in history. You have, for
that reason, a special responsibility
to posterity. This, I humbly submit,
is the challenge that confronts Amnesty.
W lll you respond? Will you
respond to the distant plea for dignity, the quiet sigh for justice, of
some unknown human being from
that yet unborn future?+
The above was a lecture on the
topic ""What Amnesty International is to me"" at Amnesty
lntemational' s Council Meeting,
Yokohama, 30August.1991.
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exposes again the hypocrisy of the
so-called defender of the free
world. For it is clear that it is only
prepared to uphold democratic
principles when it coincides with
its own foreign policy interests,
not the case in this instance.

Dr Francis Loh Kok Wah
Secretary
AllRAN

22 January 1992

Release the Detainees

A

CURRENT·
CONCERNS
Respect the Algerian
People's Choice

A

LIRAN views with grave concern the recent development
in Algeria. The takeover of the
government by the militarydominated High Security Council
and its cancellation of parliamentary elections violates democratic
principles and amounts to a seizure
of power by the military.
This has occurred at a time
when the opposition Islamic Salvation Front (FIS) is poised to win
a clear majority of the 430-member parliament, after having won
188 seats (of the 232 seats being
contested) in the first round of the
elections.
Like FIS, the other two secular
parties which have won seats,
namely the National Liberation
Front (FLN) and the Socialist Forces Front (FFS) have also condemned the cancellation of
elections. So too has the Algerian
League of Human Rights which
has likened the Council's takeover
to a military coup.

Under the circumstances,
ALI RAN calls upon the Council to
conduct the second-round of elections immediately, and to respect
the choice of the Algerian people.
The call by the FIS leaders urging
their supporters to refrain from
violent retaliation is most praisworthy. On its fart the Council
and military too nust prevent the
use of violence by its forces.
Finally, we would like to draw
attention to the failure of the
Western countries in condemning
these
clearly
undemocratic
developments in Algeria.
The
US
government's
"neutral" stance on this occasion

liran is deeply disturbed to
learn that Anderson Mutang
lJrud, a Sarawak environmentalist, has been detained under
Section 3(1) (a) of the Public Order
and Prevention of Crime Ordinance.
Anderson, a Kelabit has been
active in his efforts to defend environmental issues and the customary land rights.
More than that, Benedict
Topin, Datuk Jeffrey Kitingan,
Abdul Rahman Ahmad, Danait
Undikai, Albinus Yudah, Vincent
Chung and Ariffin Haji Hamid
have been detained under ISA
since May 1990 and have completed their initial 60-day investigation period. Sad to say, till
today there has been no official
statement from the authorities
concerning these detainees.
Aliran therefore calls upon the
Government to substantiate the
charges against Anderson and all
the ISA detainees mentioned
above and bring them to trial in an
open court, or, to release them unconditionally.
S. Sundralingam

ExcoMember
14 February 1992

Be not afraid o( going slowly, .

/ ,, ..

.......

~. be afraid only of standing still.
. ~· • Chinese proverb
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... contimudfrom back page
THE UGLY MALAYSIAN
tions. Since human existence itself is posited as a given though
in the ultimate context of the
universe, the human being and
the natural environment cannot
per se be the reference points for
human experience. It is mere
tautology or thinking in circles to
seek meaning in human history
by reference to the human individual. To be human means to
want to transcend the merely
human, to see before one's eyes
the path that has always been
there. In the words ofRumi, the
Sufi mystic:
The moment thou to this
world was given.
A ladder stood whereby thou
might aspire.
The part which cannot be explained in terms
of itself fmds complete
meaning and justification in terms of the
Totality or the Absolute
Different cultures at different times have divergent perspectives of this
Absolute. But the underlying message is always the same.
The
material world is unreal
and transient; the ultimate reality can only
be reached by going
beyond, by projecting
oneself towards the
ideal, the realm of the
transcendental. Therefore when our archetypal ugly Malaysian
decries idealism in
others he is denying his
own humanity.

can fmd no lack of perfectly
decent,
welladjusted
Malaysians who subscribe to the
conventional
wisdom
that
politics and idealism do not mix.
One is blandly told that politics
and politicians are dirty by nature. It is therefore futile to attemptapplying one's ideals in the
political arena whether as an individual citizen or acting in concert with others in a movement.
It is widely believed that by a
certain process of osmosis an
idealistic politician will end up
becoming dirty, from involemcnt
in electoral politics. Again our
ugly friend will not admit the possibility of the mould of politics
being broken at the right time
and in the right circumstances by
political leaders who are men of

PoliJics
The most common
form of crass pragmatism prevails in the
field of politics. One
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integrity and vision.
When reminded that one of
the greatest political movements
in modem times, the liberation of
India from colonial rule, was
brought about by Gandhi through
politics with principles, they insist that that was a special case.
'He was dealing with the British,'
we are told. What about the
recent momentous dissolution of
Soviet communism? And slowly
the light may dawn on him that
the role of individuals is sometimes pivotal in world history.

General self-cenJredness.
The attributes we have discussed above arc basically a
product of self-centred thinking.
In the civic context the same selfccntredness is manifested in the
lack of concern for the
community and the naThe
ugly
tion.
Malaysian uses an
utilitarian yardstick to
measure the worth of
others outside his immediate family.
One sad example of
this utilitarian view of
the world is the way we
tend to forget our national leaders once they
have passed away or are
out of office. The underlying reason is that
we consider former
leaders as no longer useful to our own interest.
The shameful way in
which the Tunku has
been virtually forgotten
in this country so soon
after his demise is a
glaring case in point
So too Tun Razak and
Tun Hussein Onn nowadays
hardly
anyone remembers their
contribution to the nation.
It has been sug-

•
gested that the present
protagonists on the national stage
do not encourage a good memory
among the people, for fear of adverse comparisons being made.
But that smacks of unfair
speculation. What we do know is
that our mass media suffers from
the same amnesia. But what of
the public? We are not in any
way prevented from sincere appraisal and appreciation of the
outstanding contribution of past
leaders. Yet the silence is
deafening- it seems that our collective attention span is still undeveloped, having remained at
the level of juvenile immatwity.
Conversely our susceptibility
to immediate sensationalism is
just as conspicuous. Witness
how easily public sentiment is
titillated and manipulated by the
so-called free Press in the interest
of keeping certain Jacks in office.
The best season for the injection
of the drug of sensationalism
into the body politic appears to
be dwing the General Assemblies of certain political parties or the approach of an
economic slowdown • which is
about here and now.

''Me First"
The basic trait of members of
Malaysian society then is 'me
fust', the cry of an adamantine
selfishness. Furthennore, officially-sanctioned ethnic competition in our multi-ethnic

society has enhanced this ugly
trait. It will take a whole book to
adequately examine the effects
of institutionalized ethnic competition on our ethics as a nation
and as individuals. Suffice it to
say for the present that the muchvaunted goal of a caring society
is somewhat obfuscated by the
whole paraphernalia of quotas
and preferential treatment
erected upon frankly materialistic premises.
The abovementioned selfcentredness finds expression in a
range of character weaknesses
typical of many Third World
societies. In the context of civic
interaction, one sees among
Malaysians a general apathy
towards the welfare of the community. Thus public property is
not properly respected • liUering
and petty vandalism are accepted
as nonnal by everyone including
those who refrain from such
practices themselves. Minding
one's own business is taken to the
extreme even when grossly impolite behaviour including assault upon women and children
occurs in public places. In the
keeping of pets, especially dogs,
no thought is given to the peace
and comfort of neighbours. It is
common to hear the unrestrained
barking of countless dogs
throughout the night in large
housing estates all over the
country. Since the dogs set off
one another's barking ad infinitwn, it takes only a few rogue

canines to start and orchestrate a
whole cacophony of animal bed~
lam. But if anyone were toquestion, say, the need to keep several
dogs in one household, then the
family concerned can get quite
unfriendly.

Poor TrajJic Manners
In this connection, we cannot avoid touching upon the subject of traffic manners in our
country. I am however excluding errant motor-cyclists from
this discussion because they are
mostly juvenile delinquents in
age or in spirit who are best dealt
with by the authorities.
Many men once behind the
steering wheel of a motor vehicle
behave as if lhcy are pulling their
male ego on the line. They refuse
to give way at road junctions
even when some timid lady
driver is trying to get into an endJess queue of traffic on the main
road. When someone does stop
for the unfortunate vehicle
emerging from the minor road, it
causes offence to the drivers of
vehicles waiting behind him.
And then what a chorus of protest
hooting is hurled at the
Samaritan! Another aggressive
habit of the Malaysian driver is
to overtake any vehicle which is
keeping the regulation two-cars'
length behind the vehicle in front
and slot himsclves into that
space. It is as if their life
depended on saving those few
seconds in their journey. Or is
their purpose merely to show up
the law-abiding driver as a
cowardly nuisance who has no
right to be on public roads?+

t>art II ofTHE UGLY
MALAYSIAN will appear in the
next issue ofthe A/iran
Monthly.

-Editor
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Social

THE UGLY MALAYSIAN
We are so used to hearing
in the local media about
how great we, Malaysians
are. But if we look carefully around us, we'D see
that the real portrait of
the average Malaysian is
not all that flattering.

GAN TEIK CHEE
analyses the darker side
of our collective personality - the Ugly
Malaysian.
hat is Malaysia and who
are Malaysians? For
one who was born and
brought up in this country. identifying its bright side is easy
enough. It is when one is considering the obverse side of the coin that
various difficulties arise because
different observers will see things
rother differently. In view of the
multi-ethnic composition of our
societY in particular consideroble
honesty and insight are caUed for.
It is perhaps nP.CeSSarj to look at
ourselves as others see us in order
to arrive at an Wlbiased perception
of our collective persona.
A favouroble picture of our
people has often enough appeared in the mass media for one
of our chief traits is self- congratulation. So let us bear in
mind from the outset that this article shall be looking at the less
savoury side of the picture. That
does not mean that Malaysian
society is generolly ugly but that
it has worldy-wise an ugly side

W

that is often glossed over.

Idealism
One obvious characteristic of
our people especially the middleclass is the worldly-wise attitude
towards ideals and reality. To put
it bluntly, idealism is regarded as
a stupid policy. (How idealism
could even be treated as a policy
is another question). It used to be
that this attitude was a feature of
urban commWlities but in recent
years it has spread to the rural
populace. There is a smug feeling that idealism is all right for
schoolboys indulging in dreams
but that it is unsuitable for adults
in the real world.
Admittedly the post-colonial
experience of many Third World
countries gives no reason to place
much faith in idealism as a means
of achieving social progress. At
one level though idealism is

simply an abstraction of one's
basic goals and aspirations. No
effort
at
socio-economic
development can possibly begin
without some such overview of
the quest to be undertaken. In
that sense idealism is nothing
more than a comprehensive
ground plan covering a multitude
of immediate tasks. Thus it
provides an essential .motivation
in any human activity including
the self-interested undertakings
of a particular individual. For the
materialistic Malaysian middleclass therefore to
dismiss
"idealism as impractical is therefore a heavy irony.
At the existential level, however idealism is a fonn of orientation towards the transcendental
as evoked in many religious tradi•.• continued on page 38

